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Section I
INTRODUCTION

Background

Computer technology has,eyolved with an almost-
incomnrehenSible raoidity over the past two decades.,
Applicatiops Of this technology have -changed from purely
numerical programs to solution of sophisticated scientific,
o'roblems to Manipulation and processing of,natural language.
The latter application has resulted in a pan-comouter
symbiosis where the computer system becomes an extension of
man's intellectual processes. In a now classic paper,.
J.C.R. Licklider (19680 outlined the total system with man
and computer as integral components. Parallel to the

.development of computer capability over the past decade has
been the development of a system dpigned to take maximum
advantage of the computer's' power to- store, structure and
retrieve textual. lnformatdon in a 'wav congruent with the
characteristics of.an individual.

Appropriately, the name given to this system was the
Augmented Human Intellect System, developed under the
leaderShin of Dr. Douglas Engelbart of the Stanford
Research Institute. Originally, the purpose was to

the capability of man to approach a complex.
Problem situation, to gain comprehension to suit his
particular needs, and to derive solutions to problems."
(Lindgren, 1971) This intention to provide an extension to
man's intellect by utilizing a set of. powerful computer
basedAnols,was gradually broadened to provide an extension
to a g up's capability and to that of.an organi-zational
structure and then to geographically separated groups and
organizations.

The act of augmenting a number of individuals with the
sam system oermitted a new avenue fOr interaction: that of

outer mediated communication. The study of communication
in such'a novel situation, is the goal of this investigation'.
The backgrounl will.includ a deScription of the System as
it.oertains to human communication: .,Detailed descriotions
of} he hardware and the software ( "Software" refers to any
functioning compAer program, as opposed to the machinery it
runs on) may be obtained in the referehced sources: The
origin on the.srobIem will be flarther.expaaihed by-the
feview of lite

Bair AKW Evaluation 14' Page 1



.Systemtescription
4

AHI Ts designed to take Tull advantage of the
.state-of-the-art in ,computer techdology. It is an On-line;
real time, time-sharing system with a,full dupleic
(simultane6Us tTansmisaiwi..and,repeptidn) terminal-0:-system

1,
link., The result is a highly 'interactiVe interface between
the coMputeand the 'user. Indeed, there is little,
difference between this. Man-computer-interface and a
man-t6-mpn interface. ( ,

TOe'language medium foT this. interaction is of two
basic kinds: the subset .n English that has been
-selecled to Way% specific meaning to the computer_ program
(command language}, and natural language text which ia'
meaninv,rul, to people. .The,-"command4anguage" ror ARTe is
highly developed With'a rigOrous S'Yn-tax, that .permits maximum
flexibilty for the user. includes-many.shortbUts that
Permit auser to communicate with the systerLabobt as fast,
as he '(n type, maniplflate the interface transducers, and
.think.

,
hlnk. ,

Whehan'individual 'establishes connection with
the main computer heis able to create, store, organize and
manipulate-written textual material. Enterin'g written text
,'-into computer storage is, similar to an automatic typewriter
operation. Once text of kind iT eneered, it AS
available' for a' 'whole-host of operations,- including a
powerful text editing capability.

The manipulation of symbols is greally aide -& by a
r,hierarchical structure. -..Every user identified unit of text'*
'- is automatically numbered and assigned a user determined

level in the hierarchy.. This establishes a relationship to
the text in general. The strucegre facilitatbs addressing
and, text by units of the hierarchy such as
statements and branches.

. The "Viewsystem° permits the viewing ,of text in many
different ways analogous to "Windows" into the stored
ireormation. For exlmple, the "viewspecs" facilitate
viewing specified evels in he hiOr&rchy thus controlling
the amount of (retail the use .wants displayed Or printed.

0

The tree structure applies to files which are _analogous
to documents or books and are the storage unit.for-the
executive software. These provide a means of further
structuring text. Files can -be combined, in part or in
whole, with any other.file,.and the user can "jump" betty on

AKW EvalUat 'Page



various Part of the- AHI capability, is similar ta a
library where -6. Person merely types his request and all).
books are'presented to him. for instant composition into a
report or .other new itextua),,entity. Not Only are the files
in hiA own library Wvailable to him, but All system- users'
fifes are available unless .otherwise specified.

The man).pultion.of textual p terial through the Aise of
the addressing and viewsystems is a elativelr small' part of
the capabilities offered., There has been some question
about the additional power of AHI r.lative to the numerous

yoperational text 'editing software stems. A survey by van
Dam and tndries .answers this ,cues ion.,

A1-17. embodies much more an just a text editor ;,their`
aim to provide anew of thinking and 'working by.,

izing the power of/the computer ift*all aspects of
,ones work. (van D a ' , 1971, 110)

. . ,.. .
. -

According to Env bart (973), the additional. . .

capabilities inclu communication among'teams with joint
and/Or.simultane s preparation Of text: a "collaborative
dialogue"; sending documents; drrespondence;.and
coordinating work: "documentation production and control";
and ajibrary.system for the' storage and retrieval of ,

relevant liteature, etc.: a "research intelligence.".,
. .

6ollaborative dialogue: There are computer aids for
the composition of messages and for their subsequent
reviewing, cross-referepcing, modification, transmission,
storage, indexing, and /full-text retrieval. A "mOssage" may
be one word in length,lor a hundred. printed pages. In any
message there maybe formalized citations pointing to
specific pas.sageb in nrior messages, so that a group' of
related messages becomes a network of recorded-atalo ue
contributions.* There is also: automatic delivery of
messages; full'cataloging and indexing; on-line
accessibilityboth to message notification and to the full
text of all rhea ages; and open-ended storage of the dialogue
records. These services enable a community of-people who
are distributed in space and time to maintain recorded,
'collaborative dialogue.

-Document,development, Production, and control: There
is a rich set of-computer aids for CZe composition, study,

'b%and modificAtion f document drafts, and for automatically
generating high-quality photOcomposition output with
flexible controls for fOnt-deignation.and formatting, to
enable the production of publication-,grade hardcopY
(printing masters; or microform masters) : There are

.Bair:',111KW Evaluation
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processes for collaboration between.sevral'wrtters, and
with an editor, in the processof evolving a final draft.
(There are also aids for, th6 people who must control changes,
ew-version distributions, etc., and"provide-the.indexing to

omplex documents "or sets of 'documents.

earcja-intelligende: °The provisions within, the
( Dialogue upport System for catal,oRing and indexing,
nternally enerated items also support the'management'of
external", y ger, ted items -- bibliography, contact- reports,
clippings,rno s, etc. With these centrally supplied
(therefor uni mly available) services,, a community can
maintain a,dynami and highly useful. "intelligence" data
base to help it keep up to date on external happenirms.that
articularly affect . ,Computdr-generated indexes or

. on-line relval ca 'facilitate apcess. Citations of /

external ite s fr m 'thin the internally-generated dialogue
( base -- in-the form o annotations, miscellaneous
-commentary, or supportiv eferences -- offer
computer-sensible interlin,- the external information
with the-internal, and considerably facilitate brOwsing,
retrieval, bac -citation searching, etc. (Ehgelbart, 1973)

The cone pt is that of a system which permiso the
manipulation of English. language information utilizing the
full extent of compUtirr tectrology., -To be augmented is to
have a powerfulseti of tool in a state-of-the-art
computer syste. that are used in every aspect of knowledge
work, i.e. activity that involves individual and joint
Preparation of messages, doCumentation, etc., and sharing
the results with communities of knowle -workers.
(Engelbart, et al., 1967)

StatemeAt of the Problet

What effect does a computer system designed to-augment
human intelr*ct.'have on the individual, g °Ups, and the
organization.; particularly communi ation within groups and
an o nizatioh?

Re -w of the Literati/ire

This-question.has not beeh dealt with to date,
primarily because there are no other systems designed to
fully augmeht human intellect., In the case of this system.,,,,
the effort of the past ten years has been used to develop
the syetem, not to directly consider its effects.

to%
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,Elsewhere, there has been a great deal of work in
natural languageEnglish (higher order) applicatiOns of
compirkers, including information retrieval systems, question
answering or fact retrieval systems (which is an application
of artificial intelligence systems), text editing systems,
and on-line conference systems. Some-consideration.oF the
effects of these/kinds of systems as well as the hardware
devices they employ has been investigated.

Historfca ly, the limitations,of investigations stem
frd/wan emph s on the performance of the computer software
and.flardware esulting in a neglect of the effect of
-Particular s st °ems on the users. In'addition, none f these
systems pump is tcl have any great effect, but r er is'a
tool for a Sneaific calculation or routine.' R ently, some
broader aPPlidtions have been considered an, some of the
effects of cdfiputer utilization on people 'ave been
investigip.edll

',Information storage and-retriev systems are reviewed"
first because they represent the 1 ast relevant problem
area. There are thougends of f.h=,e systems as indicated by
the Annual. Review of Informati Science and Technology
(MoMtgomery, 1969) Most are asically automated libraries,
and are represented by majo projects such as Project MA t

,MIT which. included experiments with the goal of nlaci , an
entire community non-line" with shared information resources
(Rees, 1969'). One -problem plaguing such an undertaking is a
lack of computer reliability, as illustrated by the SUPARS
at Syracuse University where durir a two year period, th
system was available .to the university bopulation or a
.total of about one month (Atherton, 1971).

e.

_.

Such'computer problems /are relatively minor comnared to
tbe challenge-of:renresenting,the, information, writtA by
diverse multitudes of authors,such that it may be retrieved
by a user unfamiliar with the data base As J. R. Sharp
states,.

There seems to.be little point in extending machine
'facilities which are already available'Ao us whilst we
are still comparatively power/ess to convert the ideas
exist in human brains into language which meets all
our needs whether it be used inside or outside a"
machine (Sharp, 1965).

o

.Efforts to convert ideas; into a language which mould be
Used to retrieve the ideas orodocument surrogates
extensive and" represent the-major concern in the area of
information retrieval. Active in the field is. Noah PryweS

AKW Evaluation
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(1967) who enumerates the problems under the rubric,
"classification methods." The basic problem is one of
indexing, which is usually a matter of human judgement. He
suggests .that the 'indexers receive intengt traininclAand the
aid of a computer in the process of content analysia. The
question of how muchwf the task should be done by the

,,computer or by the mA is touched upon, and he notes tkle
SMART System developed .by Salton, which relies heavily upon
the computer. The evaluation of these systems indicate*
what is of concern, namely the relevance of the citation
retrieved*(measured in terms of "lifecision" and "recall" Y,.

.',
Homogeneity of the data base aids rn:providing \ :',

meaningful relevance,'And thus there are relatively large s';

systems in operation such as LITE (a legal system), MEDLARS ,,,,
(medical), CHEM ABSTRACTS,ICIRC,(a military Actelligence
system), which bear out this' fact. Ma'jor companies have
been involved with operatio 1 systems; however, IBM and
others are still concerned th the same issues as those
listed by.Becker and Hayes n 1963. 'Sophisticated attempts
to deal with tie issues concerning the representation of a
data base to a specific need arg represented by-Fairthorne
(1467), Borko-(1966), and Good (1967) who use approachers
ranging from "notification theory" to decision theory with
some good analyses of the informatio low in between. ,

These efforts are concerned mainly with the'
effectiveness-efficiency of the s tem a limited view as
recognized by some investigators.

A more prof table view is taken by Goodman (1968).
"User Inform io Needs..." are his concern to the point
where he all nly with the fl_owof information among
personnel. It is difficult to generalize from this kind of
study. User needs are something that each organization
should assess where it'is important to have technical
information distributed. The combination of software
evaluation and user studies has become the more meaningful
way to look at t e problem. A gr,eat deal of work was done
by .Alan Rees (19 9) to improve evaluation by examining the
subjective resno ses of users of-retrieval systems, i.e.
relevance. This concept, when added to measures of
Precision and recall, reflects upon the kgrftal Problem in
this use (or any use fort that matter). of computers, that of

. human behavioi.. ,Aochen (1964) of IBM emphasized adaptation
to use through man-machine interaction, and Paisley and
Parker (1965) modelled the process as a receiVer-controlled
communication system. They stated what is perhaps most
relevant to this Paper from this area. To paraphrase, the
imnortane thing is user satisfacti n wh\iich is'a behavioral

'Bair: AKW Evaluation
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criterion rather than a structured one, where the behavior
response proVides the auides to ptoblem solution.

Behavior related resvrchl although recognized as of
key jmoortance, has not faired well historically,. In 1966,
Marks bluntly stated that there is not much, what there is,
is of poor auality, and little is known about people in
information storage and retrieval systems. This situation
has not been reversed. However, knowledge about human
behavior has been utilized as a source of ideas acid
approaches to the problem of indexing, giving rise to'a
separate area of endeavOr called semantic data processing.

Researchers in the area of semantic'data processing are
primarily _concerned with the analysis of languae to
understand and- then apply the mechanisms by which meaning is
represented. The goal for application of this work is
pointed out-y Bbbrow (11967). it,is to enable the computer
to "understand" natural' EngliSh% This will permit access to
a data base using natural English wiblh results eventually
comparable to human search and retrieval. Semantic memories
such as th developed by Quill Ian (1966) model the human

.memory us nR so histiCated mathematical and linguistic
techniaues- W rk in this area verges on what is referred to
as artifici intelligence, and in essence is the practical
application of that field. When data bases can he accessed
on the basis-of semantic content, the user is not limited to
merely retrieving document surrogates as in a library
funoton, but can begin to ask auestions of the computer.

.

Question-answering systems comprise-I'different wrea.of
computer technology. Although it is considered appliahatiOns,
oriented, it will be some time before operational servoiCes
are a reality. (cf. Sass and Wilkinson, 1965) Some ar

systems, such as that dewelOped by qssorio-(1960, have the
great promise of,actuallv rendering large.bodies of
knowledge accessible, but are .a long way f om daily-use.
,Eventually, as Borden (1967) predicts, 1 have a system
.that will be able to structure, lassif, d generate-
theories, Predictions and constructs f om a body of truly
representative knowledge. In this late akureTrre'e asis
is on'creating an artifidial intelligence -to serve whateverz
ends man sees fit, including understanding himself.

The relevance of the foregoing areas of information
storage and retrieval aid auestion-answerina systems is
primarily historical. Studies of the effect of these
systems have been limited to the flow of and utilization of
technical 'information. The arguments and trends in the
literature serve as important evidence for a change in

Bair: AKW Evaluation
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emphasis to the human in the'system rather than the
hardware-software performamce. %

A major factor influencing the effect of computer
systems is the degree to which the software actively
Processes and transforms information. Fact retrieval ,

systems are more Papsive than artificial intelligence,
systems.; information storage and retrieval systems are more
passive than fact retrieval systems; anditextIediting
systems are probably the most 'passive oT all. There is no
computation or transformation, only direct manipulation of
textual 'infJormation in response to 'user commands.

Text - editing, software is the. most similar to intellect
augmentation software to be described in the literature. It

is designed to be used by an individual in a manner similar
to an automatic typewriter'or as an aid to programming (e.g.
the EMILY systerD) (van. Dam, 1971). Once the typewritten
infoNation is entered it eati, be changed for correcting
purposes or rearrangeMent and compositidn purposes. The'
typical, text editing software .package, such.as that
available under the GECOS Time Sharing System, (Bair,' 1971)
enables a user to prepare, edit, and store information that
could conceivably be several hundred pages in length.
Retrieval from storave for future use, recamposition, or',
inclusion in another work, is done simply by naming the'
"file". The only retrieval assistance is a' list of the
files belonvinv to one user. Although editors and their
companion printout subs-vstems are in wide use, there,are two
significant Problems. The first is a matter of computer
reliabity, usually resultant frail the use ofthe computer
for a large number of other programs simultaneously
(time-sharing) . The second r lts from. the man7oOmputer
interface, and the command lance age.

Computer reliability is a problem that is receiving a
areat deal of attention from computer technologists in
"eneral. While the.problems of down-time and errors are
gradually being, solved, it is important to'ngte the effect
on users, especially non-pr6grammers. With text editors-and
AHI, it is much more likely that the user will be a
non- programmer and -have had iittle.experience and/or
training in computer operation`." Increasing problems result
in increasing frustrapion for the lisr with all the
behavioral manifestations to the' point at which the user
becomes a non-user. This problem is more acute with.
non - programming personnel who do not understand the causes
and do not have alternativ when the system ceases to do
the job they need to have ne. (Bair, 1971)

'Bair: AKW Evaluation
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Aside from this problem, there is little n the
literature dealing with individuals or 4ggre ates of ,users
of text editors. Van Dam's (1\971) survey of .on-linp text
editors PrOvides the descr±6tion necessary for a comparison
of text-editing and AHI which should be-do e to clarify the
differences. Such a comparison has been ne, in response
to the skeptics' aueption, which illustr es that AHI is
something other'than a fancy text-edito (Bair, 1971). The
man-computer communication problem ass ciated with editors
is tantamount to the same problem wi all on-line
interactive computer usage. -

The ,area of man-computer communication embodles a great
deal of literature in three majo'r areas: human factors,
software design, and user behavior, which respectively
emphasize eauipment design, PrograMming, and human
information processing. The vast quantity of, literature
dealing with this area per se has been'reviewed.in the
Annual Review of Information Science & Technology by Davis
(1966), Mills (1967), et al. through 1970. Mills and
Paisley and Parker \(1963) are among those researchers who'
view man and computergommunicating as a single system, with
the man and the computer sub-systems. The systems
approach has led to model g and analyeis of the process,
cf.,Grignetti, et al., (1 74) and a view of the system as
analogous to a human comm nication dyad (Bair,,k1971).

The system model has not^received as much attention as .

the subsystems which correspond to the three areas of
investigation mentioned above. There is an extensive but
diverse body of research projects and findings in the area
of human factors engineering, as Mayer points out (1970)..
This area is primarily concerned with the design or\
interface equipment (i.e. terminals) to optimize the uster's
sensory motor performance. Consequently, this aspect of the
communication system depends upon engineering design that is
eFiTy2'stent.with,the findings and the' statektf-the-art in

AOardware (Pew, 1965). Engelbart and his system designers
4'1-lave given'a great deal of attention to this aspect of AHI.
In-fact; soOle.hardware advances were made in building the
interface 'equipment (e.g,, the mouse and the binary keyset)
(Engelba"rt, 19.67).

Software design is becoming more a prob m of
man.- computer communication than increasing the computer'S
capability to provide problem calculations, such as a space.-
trajectory. Licklider (1968b) has long argued for efforts
to achieve a man-machine "symbiosis" deperiOnt upon a '
program tha is compatible with, human functioning.
Carbonell (1969) represents those who have-used a

Bair AKW Evaluation
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mathematical modeling approach to deal with basic issues
such as task allocation between man and computer. Other
issues are a- matter of- concern to the more user oriented
researchers. For exaMple, the essential difference between
man and computer is the computer's requirement for precision
and Perfection as opposed to man's error proneness and
capability to -deal with abstractions and ambiguities. This
differencacan be dealt with through software design.

ConSideration of the differences between man and
computer have led to a focus On the user as a component of
the system. Uftal (1967) Is among those writers that
consider the behavior br psychology of the user in addition
to human factors and computer characteristics. An

examination of man tn.this context requires that one must -

draw upon the vast literature in psychology, especially
experimental, which largely treats him as an information
processor.

Psychologists-Such as Pew, Melton, Fitts,'Hunt,,Posner,
and Biederman, for example, have done conceptual ands a

laboratory' work thatt,can be drawn upon to delineate the
human information prOcessing.that occurs in a man -computer
System.. A-taxonomy,of human functional tasks has been
develooed from,this work that permits auantitative
statements about the human's performance in they' system and
also providesa framework from which Predictions involving -441-

Processing time and efficiency can be made. Thi6', of

course,' can, be valuable to-designers who are trying to
optimize man-computer communication .(Bair',. 1971).

The 'area of man-computer communication does not at
presen deal with the effects on groups of dsers, nor is
there nv investigation Of the effects of intellect 7
augMen ation software (cf. Computer Augmentation ofoHuman
Reason' R, where Sass and Wilkinson (1965) 'cite a number, of
efforts in this area, such as heuristics, libraries, and
auestio -answering systems, but do not touch upon the
.effects of a system. Such as AHI). 'As _has been- Pointed but,
text editors'are.similar to AHI, great in numbers, but ,

apparently not very interestinT,in terms of effects. The
'psychological effects of computers in general oft man `are (

being stvdted, and the continuing work in the laboratOry
will shed more light on human information processing.
However, reviewing Ibis literature does ndt tell us anything, .,

about the impact of Che unique technology that AHI offers,
especially on,the communication among users.

44
Recently there have been very interesting efforts in-

another area, that of "on-line conferencing." In its
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simplest form, this is the use of an on -line compUter in a
manner analogous to _a telephone for handling messages
between remotely locate!. conferees. In its more complex
implementation,implementation, it is represented by the DELPHI system,
which is a soecific kind of conf.erencing. According 'to
Turoff (1971), DELPHI is the use of anonymous responses to
Questionnaires and other statements of problems, where these
responses *Ire then compiled and 'fed hack to the respondants,
who then respond to this feedbabk, and so on. He recOmmends
tile automation of the Process and forecasts a "colledtive
intelligence" from such uses of computers ( Turoff, 1971,
32' ).

Hall (1971) describes the details of DELPHI automated
confe ncing, which he terMs."a spebific type of decision
making system": The computer serves as a data col ion
and routip/g device which enables .a geographicall -r

group of 'experts on some subject to conduct re telv those
discussions and referendums that mightdoccur a a .

conventional face-to-face conference. ,The.mechanice of the
conference are handled by the coMputer.-`

On-line conferencing 'is one of the capabilities of .the

. AHI system, and the system could easily be adapte.d for
DELPHI. Thus, the literature in this area is highly
relevant: Consideration of automated conferencing usually

-.entails the ithplications of using computers yo mediate
interpersonal communication in general. Turoff'goes even ...
further by discussing the implications for organizational

tilations. thatOp
ions.existing in oi'gan

: structurks. His osophical approach is a begioning.at .

describing the Con
would hivaffected by .AHI technology.

The uroose of DELPHI is to establish'a meanino ful
group communication structure, according to Turoff ( 971,

317). He Presents the criteria for theaningfulness and then
appropriate applications of DELPHI. One-oothe cr eria for
meaningfulness arises out of the effect,of comput ized
conferencing, which 'is: .

meat of the issue Verbose statements always to
...the croup Pressure to restriqt discussion %o the

- to
receive Vow acceptance, votes and individuals'quickl
learn, because of this, to sharpen their position if
-they wish to make a point (Turoff, 1971, 321 I

The problems inherent in large organizational
)structures are reviewed, such as the need-for hierarchical

structure, the increasingly complex environment, qieleffects
of size, and the resultant lack of effective communication
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and problem solving capability. He notes the inadequacies
of formal communication channels.

The result is a growNtig lack in many organizations of
effective communications about various problems. The
individual pergeiving the situation faces a choice of,
either establishing informal communication channels and
nerhaOs suffering.the consequences for bypassing 'the
establiShed,modes or'suffering in silence and adapting
a game playing \attitude toward the communication
Process available to him. When this latter attitude is
characteristic of a large segment of the organization,
there is no longer an effective human communication
-process and individuals become extremely unresponsive
to-attempts to effectively deal With problems (Turoff,
1971, 323).

Although the use of the computer might be expected to
be a potential solution to this very common downfall in
drganizations, TUroff'surprisingly interjects a possible
failure. for this to occur.

Psychologists would agree that given the alternative of
an unresponsive human communication process or a
responsive man-machine communication process most
individuals will shift their effOrts at communication
to the machine (Turoff, 1971, 323).

This is the real danger with the AHI system: that it
might act as a surilogate fdr effective communication or give
the illusioh that -Wective communication exists. This /

effect is fundament44 and Will be closely, obseri!ed in this
atudy., Certainly, thv AHr'system affect the
communication process:\.

A sessi of-the InternatIonal Conferenc on Computer
Communication the Fall of 1932, was 'devoted to don-line
conferencing or . le-conferencfng". The session chairman,
Conrath, clearly established the extent of the work which
was reoreSented bv-the bapers presented gt this conference.
He outlined the issues and Posed questions Which are
summarized by the'q.uestion, "Why hasn't more been done on
man-computer-man communication and the augmenting of
interpersonal communication'?" He indicated concern that
"...he could not find a wider variety of\research..." than
that represented in his seiston'on "assisting man -to -man
interfaces and related issues (Conrath, 1972b, 146)."

Although the literattre does not de]'. with the
important questions Of ,effect, as Conrath points out, his
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sown vork does. He provides a conceptual fra ewor
definitions, and a ,methodology for invebtigat g, he. y

computer's imnact on organizational structure nrath,
1972a). This is unlike othe'r reported work in that IA deals'
with the process that is an organization ra6lerthan'the
resultant organizational schemes, such as what liepartments
and management Positions should be created to manage
computer installations. 'He describes'ansOrgatlization based
on an excellent (and obviOus) definition. An organization
is a set of,interpersonal networks, each of which is based
on interpersChal relations comprised of the communications
among the members of that organization (Conrath, 1972a, 68).
The elaboration that follows represents a great insight into
the workings of organizations, which is supported by an
empirical study.

Conrath employs a field study methoddlogy using a
modification of the Quickborner "communications tally
sheet." The overall goal was toobtain data about the )

nroperties of an organization based on specific
commuOication events with minimal disruption (Conrath,
1972a 71).' This would then provide -a context for the
measurement of'imnaet on organizational structure, i.e.
change. This methodology for measuring the organizationa
impact of the.gomputer may be appropriate far the study
proposed. here, and will be discussed in detail in the
section on .methodology. It is interesting that Conrath does
not mention AHI per se, but rather in general. -stj

The' important impact Of the computer lies in the .

develonMent af'software that will allow it to assist *-
And 'augment interpersonal interactions (Conrath, 1972a,
72).

Thus, Conrath assigns substantial,importance'to the, AHI
System technology. HOw .the'system purports to augment
interpersonal interactions and what in fact it actually does'
wial-be described 'by this investigation.

Hypotheses

-,

-

The literaturejndicatessthat there will be effects on
the individual, the 'communication amongindlyiduals, and the
lerganization. Consequently, theresare.three major
hypotheses that are concerned with effects on the population
in three areas: (1.) the individual, (2) the communication
in grougs and teams, and (3)- the organization. The
hypotheses represent the effects that are ultimately
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expected, -as the populationbecomes an "Augmented Know edge
Workshopl' which is deScribed below. ,

The individual's verbal thought process s wi 1 be
aided y 'the rapid 'even bility of his own infor atio 'the

ease o changing that information both in-its co tent and
structure, and the flexible control of structure- view ng
(cf. Agelbart; 1973). ,.

ej gidity of written information has a relati ely

If

unexipl He erect on the development Of a person'sd as,
though s, tc. -He.traditionally is limited to hand ting
or typing to make thoughts initially visible, and the to
rewriting each time clarificatic56, correction, up-dat hg,,
r tructuring, etc., is necessary.. This may reauire heN

' in rvention'of a typist. and communication. of the nee ssaHy
cha Res to this second party.. The longer the Paper, ur
whatever, the greater the probl'm of revision. ()nee

.

lentthy paper is prepared, the thinker's ability to m ssage,
man pulate and creatively deal with those ideas is
curtailed.

When,thoughts, etc,, are entered into the AHI system,
it is predicted that they will not loseqthe-fleiibil y
inherent in.the, thought Process; but conceivably. wla gain
additional flexibility resulting from the:visibility

.written information.. The capability AHI to perm t rapid
qhanges in stored text Ofany kind was described n'the, '

Introdct.ion From this it can be expected that ap
individual will ove through his stored.ideai,w great, ,
ease -- massagi P, and Creatively engaging-words,concepts,'
facts, patterns, and the various'nuanceB,_of recorded.'
thought. He` also has;.at any. time, a copy to share with
whomever he chooses.

.

.

'.In addition to the, flexibility gained, the. hierarchfcal
structure addS what jay be a new dimension to computer
stored thought. The structure permits verbal units to.be
placed at a level indicating relative 'importance, sourceia
category, etc. Thus, it is Predicted that relationships can
be captured or established which otherwise might,be obadured
by semantic limitations.

The-communication of individuals accomplishing
their work on the, system will be facilitated by the free
access permitted to all individuals' work as structured into
the system, by the ease of making changes in the written
w k.of groups, by the capability to transmit messages, or
ot -informatron throuelthe computer, and by the
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capability to simultaneously access and modify stored
information by huAers of persons.

Knowledge may be collected and compiled thus taking
,maximum advantage of the resources of the'on-line working
group resulting in better decisions and actions.

oL'
The result would.be an "Augmented Knowledge Morkshop"'

Promoting the integration and synthesis) of the efforts of
individuals t yield a rieW level of group creativity.
Consensus welnd he ,represented by a stored record created
srmultaneousOt wier time. The leaders of the Augmentation.
Research Center ('RC), Mssrs. Engelbart, Norton, and
Watson, el4borite.on the concept of the " knowledge workshop"
.a.s follows. 1

The term-knowledge workshop" is built directly upon
the terms "knowledge work" and "knowledge worker ",.
'who4se special use .is from Peter Drucke.j (1969) . He
develons a much larger theme about these coneeptS,
adding terms such as "knowledge technologies", r

"knowledg*economy", and "knowledge society", and
-Pointing out that-the growing level and itOortance of
knowledge-wor4 activity in our society will produce a
discontinuity in our cultural evolution of a scale ,

commensurate with\that of the industrial revolution.
. ,

The knowledge r.orkelop is the specially provided
, environment in which knowledge workers do'thelr

knolitiedue work. We can talk about a small knowledge
, workshop for an ibdividual, Pr a large .knowledge
workshop for an organi4tion. Knowledge workshops have
existed for centuries, but here we consider aximizimg
their effectiveness by systematdcally evolving 'tools,
methods, etc:, wi heavx-dep4I'dence -upon the new t,

4 teehnalogiec computer time sharing and networking`
The result is the "Augmented,Knowlelge Morker" (AKW)
which desorlies an'indi-vidualeffeceively.using AHt.
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.4
Basic workshOp funct4hns will serve the daily handllpg
of the AKW's working information -- f their notes, 4

things -to-do lists, memos, letters, sj.gns, °lane,
budgets, announcements, commentary, p,oposal's, reports,
orog-rams, nocumentation, item-control catalogs, -etc.
And before it can sensibly be of 'much valUe, as
Engelbart has-stated, the Augmentation ,SySteM has to
Provide for the grubby cut-and-try detail involved in

'tille minut:e-by-minute, day-after-day worker's handling
of this information: in ,the user's composition,
studyincr, commenting upon, a'rguin about, modifying,
commUnicating, publishing,.presenting, etc.
(EnTelbart, Norton,aWatson i 1973)

,

3. , The ease of,handling Knowledge Worker tasks and the .

openness among AKWs will have a strong impact on an
organization where grouPs and teams are augmented, by
facilitating the vertical communication in that organizatidn
and.ultima'tely, the organization itself.

. .

When the AKWs are at all levels in an organization,
management and subordinates can communicate throirgh the
system 'with'the same ease that co= workers can interact. The
message,transmission capability would facilitate the conduct
of most of the organiiation's business through ABI.

The tradeoff from these increases in communication,h
storically been a aoss of efficiency (cf. March, 1960.,

Ho ever, a very important product of AHI is p'redicted to be
th ienlementation of modern, "open" management' techniques
wit out '#oss of efficiency.

These hypotheses are interrelated and interdependent.
The methods to be used will ;not deal with each hypothesis
"singly,\but data will be provided that can be interpreted 4n
light of\each hypothesis to sun ort or reject it.
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\ection II"
METHODS AND PROCEDURES

In or' obtain meaningful data illuminating the
effects of the ugmented Human Intellect System, every
reasonable hnique has beep employed to doCument, as
thoroughly as possible, thelprocess of evolution to the
ihtegrated use of the technOlagy On a'dailLbasis,
Particularly for communication. Th,is study reports a.

...milestone in that .evolution after seven months of.System use
on an-experimental basis.

ackground

The following Aethddological assumptions are
this study.

a (1) If the System.hag effect,(positivefror negative).
, then thateffect will res n a corresponding 'measurable
change in'theYettitudes of System users toward the System
and general technology that it rpresents.

(2) Measuring the attitude of the Population involved
is one valid way of ascertaining the effects. Attitude
change results primarily from effectiveness, and, conversely,

,

attiltude strongly influences effectiveness.. It is also a
desirable methcd due to the indirectness by.which,data is
'obtained. However, a priori attitude will affect the
properisity to use the\Syatem. This use -is' nepessary.to
cause any attitude change, whil 'positive SVstem effects
will also be demanstrated by i creased or continued System
usage, (Attitilde change "due t maturation will be noteO by-
comparison to a control group.)

(3) It 'followis that attitudes will vary directly with
changes in communication aTong the subjects. Thus, imoroved'-'\
communication, horizontally or vertically, would result in
tore Positive attitudes.

(4). Resoondant reports are a valid means of acertaining,
changes in performance/enectiveness. Although'subjective,
a user's judgements about the utility of a tool to ,him are
reliable data when there is a significant hmmber of users.

Based on these assumptions', the investigatibn is a
descriptive,, field study. Questionnaire and direct
observation are the primary sources of ata,.'There'are Six
specific types of instruments,'(1) a c ronicla of comments'
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and 6structOred partiCipant observation, (2) case sturdy
.descriptions; (3) interviews, (4) g controlled attitude:
Questionnaire; ( ) ascontent_questionnaire and (6) a tally
of cOManicat'on* ransactions. Influential var4ables,
oPulation emographic factors and job task type,' and

prOfiaie cv of use relative -to the total number, of hours
use, erepOrted.

Population Characteristicso /'

The Population /for this study is 0re-determined by-the
organizational 'structure where the. System is being ,

implemented.. Two similiar orgioizational units, are employed
as the experimental group and the control group
reSpectively.

The organization, is a gowernment research and
develonMent la6bratpry dealing primarily with electronics.
The nooulation is within a.st7,uctu e s ecializing in
information science xhich develo-ps,''tes s, and evaluates
certain kinds of complatersoftware. Almost' all' personnel*
are colleRe educat d, and 'a sizable percentage havedavaloted.
degrees (see Appe dix .

The kind of ,work done by tbe Population could have
impoetant bearing on the interpretation of the re*ults..
Thus, the investigator establislled a framework which was
used to categorizA 'what kinds'orwork involved what
percentage of thenerson's time.

,The list,; of "job task types" was created by the
investigator intuitively from observatiocs and, discusgionS
with members of the population. _A ,pilot study of a cross
section of the population resulted in modification and
validation o e final list, which was fount- to be
representative. A semi-Structured interview was' then given.
The subjects Were asked to determine .the-percent of time
spent in each job task type.'.'. This is an indicator of any
.differendes between sub-groun or the- test group and khe
control gmup,which could act as spuriOus variables.

(2)' Measuring the attitude of the population involved
is one valid wall of ascertaining the effects. Attit--ude

change resdlts brimar'ilv from effectiveness, and conversely,
attitude strongly influenbes effectiveness. is also a
desirab/e method dtIe to the indirectness by which data is
obtained : However,, a, priori attitude will affect the,
propensity to,u e then System This use is necessarvto"
cause qtly attitt e change, whsige positive System effects.
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also be !emonstrated by increased or continued System
usage. (Attitude change due to maturation ll'be.noted by
comparison to a control group.)

.(3) It follows t'hat attitudes Wiil v'gry directly with
ch"anges in communicatio among the su4jects. Thu3,, improved
-communication, horizontally'or vertically, wOuld result.in
more positive atetitudes.

(4) Respoilant reports,are a valid means of.aCertaining
changes in oerformance/effei ness. .Althiough subjective,
a user's judgements about the uti of tdol to him are-
reliab.le data when there is a signifies t number of users.''

Subjects were assigned to sull-gr.adOs within the
organizational unit based on age, length of service.time,
rank, job't4sk type profit, e, and type of position (manager,
engineer, ,adlillistrator, clerical, and experience With
compbters). ,

/

Job Tiskjypes (generq.1 catagiories of b activities
that are accomplished by the population):.-

)'.1. Programming '-
2. Projectgengineering, including: confirSct paper fork
(forms memos:, etc.), reviewing proposal and reports
3. Writing plans and/or reports
4. Software dpration 'jincluding evaluation, debugging'
of software lAckages)-_
5. Brie'fings
P. Demonstrations of systems
7. Managing other personnel
8. -Administrative paperwork
9. Study, review of the state-of-the-art, reading
literature,search; ete.
10. Secretarial work.-

("See. -Ap/Pendix A for subject job task type and
d'emogranhiciptl'.1

Observations of Effect on Behavior

The .most.'straightforwaArmeans -to- understand the
olsocess and effects this study is concerned with is to
erectly observe the behaviorS of the population during the
Period, of exposure,to System usage. It is ,particularly true
in this instance because there are numerous problems and
events that cannot be antibipated -- this is the first
eSystem implementation for non-developmental puroo es.

air: .AKW EvalUation_ Page 19.



Therefore, closed ended instruments, such as questionnaires,
cannot he relied upon to capture all behavioral changes.

It is imartant to document the specific uses of the

System which 'are an in portant indicator of -effectiveness --
if.the the System is selected as,an alternative tc
conventional means, this clearly demonstrates that there is
some reward. This was recorded in the Chronicle (see below)

with any other .user-entered experiences.

However, the presence of reward does not necessarily
support the hypdtheses; other factors such as novelty and
group pre-ssure could cause the same. results. Thus, the
question must be asked of the users: why, in fact, was the

System selected in particlar situations and what experience

resulted. Interviews (see below) are used here. Again,

this information does'illuininate important. motivational
faCtors, but it is limited to conscious reactions', subject
to influence by the situational set.

System-uses_and the interview data may be Corroborated
by noting the actual accompanying behavior. .The resultant

case historV'provides insight on the basis of actions; a'!
most important 'datum that.is possible (and necessary) to
collect when the the population As relatively small..
Direct, serendipitous observation is possible because the

obserVer is co- located with the population and has the,

oppOrtunity to interact mith them on a daily basis (See

below).

The Chronicle

Th4 Chronicld was established as a vehicle for
recordiQg the serendipitous experiences by members of the
.population through the System. Any experience that was
PerceAved as noteworthy by a subject was ecorded in a
special file.namsed CHRON in his directory or in that of the

.investigator: The investigator. then perused the files of
the population and compiled a summary, collating and
synthesizing similar events. The voluntary-selection of
.events was not expected to yield more than a record. This
factor is important'for realistic interpretation of the data
which are not representative.

Personal AcCount

The investigator has been eF of the System for .over
,a year and has been using the is lay System'for about seven

4,-
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months, since its initial' availability outside thp Stanford
Research Institute. Thts, as well as otherlvapers, has laeen.
Prepared on the System. Thus, my experiences are included
wherever appropriate, -particularly- in documenting the uses
of the System both for and "for effect pn the
individual's thought processes, hit not for motivational,
attitudinal data.

Interview*

conductedInterviews were conducted at in.tervals thi-oughoutthe
periodthat.began System availability t& the Population_with
of 20,persons. fwo non-members of the organization. were
employed to conduct unst,rt?ctured interyidws that allowed).the
maximum opportunity for open' ended responses.. Hopefully '. ,

this enabled the respondent tointroduce those things_ Ohich
were most imoortapt toohrm, while minimizing the strututing
of theset6erceptions-bli the interviewer. General questions
such as,,"Could.you tell mb more about thatr!'were followed
-bv More specific questions dilly when deemed necessary t the'-

,interViewer to gain some .more detailed.information from ''

reluctant,responde0,s, The interviews we're non- directive to
the point of resembling a:discussion.. Although the style v...

was intended-to he liggerian, sudgestions.were used when
certain Problems were anticipated,eg. "Did- you have trouble'
with out.put directives ?!' (see Amtndix H)

.

.
,

74-

birct pbservation
.

The-investigator's Position:was:at vantage point from
Whirsh to gather empiricalata: Events were fecorded as

, they drew the attentton of the investikatam. Oporunities .
for this kind of obery-aeion included-corlversations that

" were -overheard ("eavesdropping"),-riandom.'marticipatio4 in
conversations,' sessions arising out of s request for
assistance on the System;' observing the prOcess 'pf docuMent.
nreparation and the- end product of System use, and-rey"tews
-.of the contents of subjects'-files.

This hind of record is highly impreqsionistic and is
dependent more than the other techniques upon the "observer's,
bercept4A21"set. In this -case it was mitigated by the.]
wOrkinlrenvironment in which subjects .were non-volunteerS

4.

involved primarily because of their locetion in the _

organiZation. There were no direct rewards for
Iftarticipation.and no lessening o -f the workload impos-ed by

management. A minimdm of additional obtrusion into the °
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working world of the..subjects.was'imperative, thus
supporting the use Of techniques such as this one.

The combination of thele methods .was intended to be
synergisti .-e7-i-Ch'is'subject to relatively strong

l
subjective

b

ias. However, the combination. is capable of .

.providing valuable descriptlon of the effects and impact.
of. ti* System on the ways in which the subjects behaved
while accomplishing knowledge work.

, -

C9ntrolled Attitude Change Measurement

The "T" Questionnaire (see Appendix C) was employed to
.measure possible effects on the attitudes of the population.,
The assumption was that changes in attitude toward the
System technology and the working environment, observed in a
controlled format, would permit conclusione to be drawn,

'about the effectiveness of the System.

.This ,is a standardized attitude questionnaire which was
desigded to measure the subject's gpneral attitude toward
the API concept/technology; pretesting before contacting the
Svstem and then after training and usage. A four position
scale provided a forced choice decisiOn. The posltions were.
latlelled "strongly agree", "agree", "disagree", "strongly
disagree".

'The "T" questionnaire was given to one group of aers
before usi, and,ond group of non-users as a, control. This
constituted a pretest, and provided the basis for comoarison
with the results of the'isame-questfonnaire after full usage.
of System'. The slit grou pretest is a control for test
effects.

,There were numerous factors that could influence
attitd; other than the independent variable, Primarily due
to the`" population' size. These were identified and all
the, information available concerning each was'recorded.
This was the included as part-of the data base for
analysis. In this manner, correlatiions were re reliable.

. The potentially spurious variables were group under the .

following headings:

's(1) Population characteristics

The description of the Population included Job Task
Tyne, and 'demographic characteristics, including age, length
of government service, positiOn (title if*a. manager,
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r,

otherwise sciciltific specialty) , and rank (see' the section
on Population).

(2) Training

TrAining was as nearly the game-for each subjett
Possiblealthough much of the learning occurred through.
'System use. Learning time was recorded from periodic
interviews, questionnaires, and/or System maintained usage
records. 'Whenever possible, the records were maintained
from the first training or experience with the System.

(3) Proficienc

.Proficiency in th use of the teletypewriter version dt
the System was measured near the end of the exVerimental
Period-; The test consisted of a paragraph of text that
contained numerous errbrs, and a corrected version with the
errbTs markpd. The subject was asked to copy the incorrect
version into his computer space, edit the errors as
indicated on the correct versi,on, and then 'send the
corrected copy to the experimenter. Subjects were also
reauested to use the other communication modes to notify the
experimenter that he had completed the test. (See the
Exercise" in Appendix G).

(4) Terminal:-.-aTailability and pe
The type of terminal used,,and the availablity of the

terminal and Sysetem, was noted-on a percentage basis. -Of
Particular concern was the' difference resultant,from the use
of. CRT (TVrlikesterminal) and the tele-typewriter
erminals. Connect time to the System was recorded
automatically..

(5) Organizationa4 Climate

The Organizational Climate-'Index (OCI) (Sterri, 1969,
and Richman, 1970) was employeeto'measure the differences,
if any, between the control and experimental groups and
subgroups based on the demograohic data.

hr,

.The OCI, as the title indicates, is designed to measure
the cliMate that exists within an organization as perceived
by the members orthat organization. These perceptions
ultimately affect how a- person feelq shout the place.../where
he works. This is a result of, at least' for a large number
of persons measured together, the climate. The:
questionnaire was,desgned to be as indirect as possible,
thus relieving' the individual of the more subjective burden
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(
of judging'htS job environmOtt. Instead, the test includes
300 statements about the kinds pf things t'hat can, on in
the org'ani'zation which are rated true or false. I

A ihp'rough'statistitcel analysis .by the Syrecuge
University Psychogical Research, Center's computer pr'ogram
...oadedthe.statements on X38 factolis (see Richman and Stern,
1969) which are descriptive of organizational climates 'in
general, and have been teited at other institutions for
:validity and reliability.

Thus, this test provided an excellent clinical
experimental control as ,well as a pretest for future
investigations (a year or' so hence) which might compare `the
results of a posttest to determine if there is any effect on
the organiZational climate by the AHI System.

Structured Observations and Communication Analysis

Content Questionnaire .(11Q11)'

PQ" was administered only at the end of ta.le'
experimental use .period to determine the 'specific reactions
to use of AHI by those who had reached a functional'
proficiency. This' included questions on the type of
terminal, System Availability, effect on, workload,
diseopointments encountered and particulfar uses (see
Appendix E). Two types of .questions were used:

1. Five position Likert type. scale questions which
dealt with the effect of AHI on specific daily behavior
routines, especially communication.

Multiple choice and open ended questions were
employed to gather information about the percentage of time
the System was used, problems not addressed in the
chroniCle, etc., to establish any possible cause of spurious
effects.

CommunIcation Tally Analysis

donrath's communication tally method was applied to the
entire population and an additional level of management as
well As suggested in the review of literature, this is the

. best method found for obtaining data that can give an
indication of the changes in communication patterns due to
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the use of the. System. -Communication events were recorded
for a period pf approximately one week.

,However:, 'difficulties that cannot be-Solved-a priori
wereanticfpated. Conrath (1972) noted the potential loss
of reliability due to the surfacing, of inhibitions toward,"
Participation. Using only volunteers assures some '

cooperation in'fining.out the extensive tally sheet, but
there still may be a problem when the subject finds himself
with a sizable burden in additior,to an already heavy
worklbad.

The population size for this technique limits
generalizationQ But some prediction, including the,
establishment of the communicati n network (patterns), was
Possible, essecially since subj is were from higher level
management as well,as from' the ottom level: Any change
(i.e., use.of the. SyStem to co municate) will increase the
probability that AHI will cause these changes mother

wpersons RS well. This' technic) e will have to be
exploratory, but should be eresting at the Vert, least.

Another Problem was the representativeness of the time
Period that .was used. A five dav Period was selected with
the full. realizatton that this waS a short time .Aird Might
not- be representitive. However, it has been ascertained
from exnerience that this is the maximum time,that such a
Population can be expected to cooperate,with the additional
load. (Conrath, verson41 communication, 1973). The' short
time Period notwithstanding, the 'data should be sufficient
to draw some conclusions.

The technique involves recording interactions in a
binary fashion; either an interaction ha- taken place or it
has not. The interactions are defined a- essential
interiSersonal communications, on an iniat d/received,whom
basis,, by mode, elapsed time category and umber of persons
involved: "Essential intespersonal communi ations include
all interpersonal. interactions except for p- sonal
greetings, when restricted to no more than t at, and
requests for fvOurs, such as 'do you have th; time?,' that
were dependent iely upon physical Proximity. (Conrath I

14W2b, 11) AWevents are recorded by an "R" r received,
and an "I" for'initiated. The tally sheet (see noendix I)J.
is a complete representation of the information t at is
recorded.-

This tally sheeit has four additional categories for he
use of the System: link, send message, shared files, nd
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Journal subsystem, In this way the quantitative chang s'in
the made of communication ate noted.

'Data, on the authority structure, physical location \
(office landscape), 4nd other factors were descriptively \
recorded in the section on population. Of importance .were
changes in the vertical channels of communication within the
organization where the managers are augmented and thus will '\
rgave the comPuter,based modes of interaction available. The
traditional difficulty of communicating with managers may be
overcome, but circumvention -of formal authority channels
:might become a problem. The instructions (see Appendix I)
were modified for use with this particular population. Data
analysis.was done by computer tabulation of the coded data.

Z Design Format Showing All Questionnaires

_GROUPS PRETEST TREATMENT POSTTEST

USER 1 (I) T, OCI
USER 2 OCI

CONTROL 1. (IV) T, OCI
CONTROL 2 lo OCI

The design format shows.the spli alf "T"
Questionnaire °retest where half the ser group and half the
control group did not receive the test. These groups
were assigned Roman numerals for,the purpose of computer
data processing. The OCI was given to all subjects at the
time of thenretest to control for group differences, etc.
The "Q" Questionnaire was given only to the users to gather,
yspecific reactions to System use.
Rf

This is a non-randomized Solomon four-group design wi
a small N. The N of approximately 36 (4.groups o 9 each)

. necessitated the non-random selection of subjects r the
sub-groups, (See the discussion of the pcpulation.)

The above design is constructed to control for test
effects of 'the "T" auestionnaire and time lapse change&
during the experimental period (population maturation). We
cannot'change the group membekship due,to the fixed
organizational structure. Th.6demographic profile provides
a check on subject differences that might affect the outcome
(Appendix A).
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The diff,,rence between the pretest anti ,posttest is 'the
key measure of differences due to the treatment. HoweVer,
the nature of the ."T" misstionnaire may cause test effects
after the pretest thus confounding the .posttest.
Differences between the oSttest for subgroups (1) and (2)
can be attributed to pretest "T" effeci since the sub-groups
(i.e. the sub-division of th user and non -user -grout's) are
matched on all other known ariables. The key test effect
is predicted to be an incr axed awareness of the technology.

A

This investigationi {as been designed to Rather
information about the e"ffect of the AHI SyStem'during the
Process of tmplement tion employing as,many.different
techniques as is fe Bible in a real world, working
environment. The urpose of this "shotgun" approach is to
compensate for t e limitations of psychometric techniaue

.

applied' in a non-laboratory'environment. The effects that
are being investigated are so novel (never having been
examined 'before') that's detailed account of the Process of.
Wiplementing an Ausmented Human Intellect System would
probably be a significant contribution in, itself.

,

The followiqg sections are divided on the basis of the
data collect' technique. It is hoped thatesdh section is
just a beginnihg,of the analysis of the effects of what
Peter Drucker ( 967) Calls the "-knowledge revolution"
(analogous to t e, industrial revolution) for which AHI is
the prototype tool.
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Section III
OBSERVED BEHAVIORS

Learning to he an.AUgmented Knowledg0 e Worker

The resistance to learning.a new' System as a_way of
doing one's daillt knowledge work was higher than expected.
Traditional work patterns were adhered to with a great deal
of persistence by the.populaeion, a manifestation of the
"rejection phenomenon."' This occurs frequently upon the

`' introduction of new technology; howevpr, it was surprising
in this context. It demonstrates that education and, an
understanding-of the technology in general are n t

s Poo s)Prerecusiter immediate.aceeptance. In addi ion, in
this case the methods of communicating and accomplishing
'daily work are habitUal,and consequently some extinction had
to_occpr'befoi-e,new-hat4tr could be'learned:

.--.

Excuses fon'hot u ing.ther'System were exemplified by
,comments such as,. "they isn't, a terMinal'around,",,"I cant
remember .how to do it," "there isn't a good manual that I
can understand," "I hav -too.much,vonk to do," etc.' It
seems worthwhile to discuss Some of these, how we dealt with'
them, and offer some-speoulation-about the reasons behind
tjis behavior.: (The problem here, of course, is that the
reasons are largely a function of individual_oersonalities
With our popUlaticin size, any. generalization must be done.
with this faCtor in mind. )

Ther4e are twelve portable ty writer terminals and 3
LM -LAC displays for 20 subjects. T ,fops for approximately
70% of these individuals require, a reatNdeal of written
work. An imoortant excention is pro ramming for another
System. This'is a major task for at eas one third Of tlie
Population and has not been done on AHI. t SRI; however,,
all PrOgrammina, has been done on the Syste ,since its
inception. This will be didcussed further nder the
heading, "Population, Characteristics."

Terminal availability is a crucial variable affecting
the learning Process. There is strong resistance to leavinr;'
one's,. work soace to work in another or to physically carry a
terminal to that area from some other work space. Ideally,
every user would have his own terminal. his is not
Warranted by current usage levels here,no is it feasible
financially. However, it has .bdcorlie a prob em .to the poi9X
where it caused some people not to use the System.,
(Management and the observer tried td overcome this bi.

J. .
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carrying terminals to people who. have,use for them but
resist getting their own.).

The System use manual cannot serve as a training
manual. It is over 200 pages in length andois not organized
in a self apparent way. It does not serve the beginner well
as a-reference because its use requires an diderstanding of
the System. 'The syntax for the command language is, complex
(although functional and very effective for those' who have
learned to use the/System) and. reauires that detailed
explanation be available for refe=rence. The command
language summary provided at training time was too cryptic
to serve this OurPose.

An introductory, self-explanatory training manual was
not.available. Perhaps the complexity and richness of AHI
rendered it a formidable task. The stopgap, measure was to
have-capableusers stand by. in theApmediate vicinity to aid
the struggling neophyte at.a moment notice while an
introductory command summary was written.

Learning to use AHI was assigned a low priority-when
, the subject was under preSsure talget 'other jobs done. Of
course, this could be an excuse that might in fact not be.
the actual .cause: Admittedly, it is a-real,nuisance to
change the tools for doing one's JO and learn a new skill ,

the middle of things. .

However, after-ia of. approximately one
mon h, it was conclded in light,o-f,theSe problems that a 7,

. "poi cy.regarding use should be established by ,management.
The decision to require use was madein light f

hypOthesis that any work that can bendwrit dh can be
done on the System. with e exception of that reauiring
special alphanumerias. is was based on the folLowing
assumptionS% /

y ,k

(1) the System is only used:,occasionally, i.e. -a
couple of imes a week, then the,leyel of proficiency
necessary t makethe SystA trulySn imordvement will never
he AttainecL Practice'throUgh- regularJuse is'-fpecespary.

`(2)- If-new users are instructed to use the System for
all ossible knowledge work, then we can determine what work
;is n apprvriate for AHI by observation.

. . .

C

:.' ;(3) The' System off,ers alternatives to habitual ways of
communicating in ;irlten form. Newusers will naturally be
reludtant to use the System unless strongly encouraged.
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The recuirement 1./as forced by in'strueting the
secretarieSNof the popula ion'not to accept any handwritten'

. drafts for'typing unless n ex eption was specifically
authorized by their supery sor. W c that necessitated the .

supervisor's review and coordination ould only be reviewed
through AHI (drafts are printed out for transmission'.
elseWhere). It was expected that there would be an initial
drop in work output until somellevel of proficiensy was
reached, estimated to be about one month. A little friendly
persuasion seemed appropriate to overcome initial problems
-- "Try it, you'll like Jell.

The requirement met with definite negative reactions of
an emotional nature even though all persons involved were
Raven at least a month, and in agme cases up to tour.months,
to voluntarily use AHS for whate*er they wished. They were
encouraged to se it or a status report to their imTediate
manager, himsel ser. A secretary was employed to ter
into the System, apy written work that had already bee
completed, which then would be'available for updating, etc.
This also met with resistance.

\
Individuals manifested a range of behaviors; from

trying to ignore the whole thing to actively cam-paigning
against it. Some of those who, tried became distressed when
System problems were encountered. Indeed, initial System.
Performande-did leave a lot to be desired in dependability,
but it was not much different from any experimental computer
facility-.' The reactions seemed to corr4late with the
observer's assessment of personality type. Those who seemed,
to be closed mincled were the most threatened by required use
(this was examined more objectively through the use of test
instruments see Section IV). Also, those-manifesting a
high ego involvement with their work reacted more negatively
than did others.

Factors other than personality and demographic
attributes were 14-e-iatively consistent. Equipment and
training had been'available for about four months. Everyone
had been exposed to.the System, either t'hrough Classes or by
being in the area where thp System is being Used. of
the ootential.u-ser did not seem to be a factor affecting
motivation to begin the task of leariling; neither did
experience with colftuters, or job to k': type.- The variable
was one that is most obvious and generalAy true of any new

l"tool-- aggressiveness (genericuse). \The east aggressi/e
subjects initially ignored the System. As the more
inhibited persons saw their colleagues becoming-involved
with AHI, they eesponded to the pressure. to.becomesreal
AKWs.,
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Ego West Was identified, on the' ba s of verbal and /
.

non - verbal behaviors over a period Of se ral months. When
questioned about their work,' 4 subject's defensiveness Was .

noted by facial flushing-; elusive,or aggressive statementst
or r isevere attack where the subject would say, "if I had
othing-else to do like you, I'd leirn it...:" Complaining
within earshot of'the observer °Usbally,centered around bole
busy and how ,important it was that viDhe not; imposed bil.

These are examples of very impressionistic observations;
however, they do offer some; insight. r'

.
,

Interviews with two :subjects who-were System
programmers.revealed tha they were ,not able, in their
judgment, to ,use the Syste, for a long report. The joint
effort was to e Published, And the primary reason for pot
using AHI was a lack of time to gain, the proficiency
necessary. .

.

. 4. I

/
More specific reasons were given that reflect uponthe

. .., difficulty of-'Fain kng that proficiency-and the limitations
of the teletype onie,pted TNLS (as opposed to thedisplay
version of AK, DRLS, which is discussed in Section V),. The
information-was'not visible enough' for maintenance or'the
train of thought. Some subjects felt that they .could not
see previous pages or the context of the current location, of
the pointer (the positidn in the text where any editing

:,commande Will take effect) easily enougb. (It requires that
r" enough text be printed, for the user .to identify it in 4

relation to the document). Addres ing was not "natural"
enough: Inadequate trainingl s pr bly a significant
factor -here- The installatiam of 'a printer for quality'
hardd-Opy output encouraged use and' improved the situation
considerably by providing some vieanility,after the fact..

It wou d be misleading to discuss the problems
experiencedmpy the trainees wi hout mentioning ,the trainers.
Teaching the use of such `a corn lex system is difficult under'
anv circumstances, and in thiscase it was the first attempt
by those ipdividuals who were responsible. They had some
'help from*the staff at SRI(ARC) but this was limited for a
number of good reasons. Thus,Ithei were on their own /--
learning about-learning and th.e System at the same.tim;e.
There does not seemto be much point in trying to assess; the
influence of teaching personnel and method, but it can be
concruoked that experienced and mere pkilled'teaChers-wo-ld.
have lessened some of the problem's encountered.

briefly,, initial 'netruction was done, in small groups.,
ach person was giVen terminal so that he could do the

o eration as:' it was described by the instructor.- The Leg-in
. .
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operation, entering the appropriate su system, status
listings, error messages, etd., rtlic vered in the order
they would, normally.'be used. Afte t,-operations were
described in the, order o usepulness, a function Of usage
frenuency4,-%Aftrer two o/ three days of thi the trainees
were told to practice, 011ie the instruCto s'stoosby to give
assistance. In the Nit/ e, a conceptual erview o the
System Would probably help prior to any attempted u age.

.

The difference between on-line composition and use as
an automatic typewriter became an important factoras new
users progn.e§41 This differentiation was remarkably
discrete as evidenced by the work methods:dmployed.

On -dine composition'was the modus ,operandi with the
first few persons to ,learn (who had been "on" the System"for
oveNa year). It is characterized by little use of paper,
eithr for the original compOsition of new ideas or for the
broofreading of drafted pepers. Instead, all structurin
outlining, wording and phrasing, etc., is di pe while
on-line.

//

Use as an typewriter is characterized by
handwriting outlines and original drafts often creating a
complete draft that is typed into the System by a secretary.
A printout is. then used for proofreading and revising which
are done on the printout itself, --:,These are then entered
into the SysteM on-line, yurther reviewing is done in a
similar manner. There is no effoft to enter ideas directly
using an on- line- tenminaL.- There may be numerous reasons
for this, ,not-theleast of Which is-the no6-eVailability of
a CRT display 'or inability-to use the disfilay Version of
An. As mentioned abOve,"typing skill:is another limiting
factor, although.those who have used the System for on-line
complitition have foundithat a typing ability evolves
naturally;

'The oSychologY'of the situation also played an
important role.' Certain subjects expressed a relubtance to
use a teletype\b/e0ause yping was beneath them. Comments,
such/as, "what will,the secretaries do," or "I'wasritt hired
as atypist',"/ c., wer n ted. The reasons are not clear;
however, why t nsition from automatic typewriter ust to
'intellect apgine ation pnears to be an important threshold
in the proCess b,ecorm nr4 an AKW.

40

Continuing usage a ,dait day basis begins tosmake
the System transparent, which is obahly .ecessary Tortlbee
transition to on-line composition and in llect augmentation
km' general/. The. Command language addre sing viewing,
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operating the, terminal, and the other mechanisms necessary
for usage become o.f less concern, freeing the individual to
deal-directly with the subject matter at hand. None'of the
Population has,experienced total System transparency, but a
few have come close. They are limited somewhat 6y' technical
difficulties such as computer crashes.

Observations of true AKWs at. SRI ire evidence that a
transparency can be achieved, at least for a large
percentage of the kindb of work dcne. Those observed had
been op.the'System for a number of years leading us to
believe ,that, full capability, may take years. This is, of
'course, a function of what the.user selects to do on-line --
°little used facilities such as other ARPA network resources
.. residing on other compUtere, would be less transparent.

Transparency is also characteristic of the rules of the
'spontaneous use of language, a& in conversational speech.
The ekperience and 1,nc6iess of learning to use AHI is
analogous to the acquisition of natural language and reqinds
one' of the work of the noted psychologist, Jean Piaget,.'
There is a definite-syntax applied to the-vocabulary that
enables th4 person to combine command' words to perform novel
operations, thus generating new and acceptable patterns of
language. These in turn facilitate, different prodedures and
sequences of operations by tWe Drograms. It is quite
obvious at the outset that there are many different ways to
do the same thing. This °emits a personal "style",to
evolve for each individual that is supposedly most effective
for him (see, Section V, Proficiency Test).

. . As with natural language, a subliminal, knowledge of the
basic nuns is used to generate new command "sentences" from
the given vocabulary that the computer will recognize. The
suhliminal,attribute is closely'related to the transparency
,disccussed,above. We Tan speculate that a person's ability
to generaliZe from -the command listings will be,a.decisive
factor in his successful 'utilization or the System,
especially as a tool for creative effffrts.- Once he becomes
'IOTA at "speaking theSystem's language", different
reactions are'observable while dependency upon the System
increases.

6

ETcts on the Individual

A aressure on the user to work at 'a high capacity while
onl-Lline was one of the most prominent experiences observed . .

A great deal-Of .involvement occurs, especially when the user
is on a display terminal.

.
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One causal factor may be the automatic logout if
nothing is done for about fifteen minutes, resulting in some
anxiety whenever, one is distracted. This is not sufficient
cause for things such as an extraordinary reluctance to
engage any petson who wishes to interrupt an AKW. Another
Possiblility is limited System availability due to '!down
time" and hardware "bugs ". An ,available System, functioning

reliably and rapidly is a strong incentive to "use it while
You can". These factors are influential, but.the reasons
-acooear to be more profound.

The act of creating:something that will be highly
drmot-, not permanent Or rigid, is very atttlactiye, albeit
subliminally. A person experiences a freedom and release
from the resOnsibAlity of having to live with some document
that is set in ink. It isoanalogous to thinking through
ideas and structuring a draft mentally. It can be altered
in almost any wawat any time, thtls facilitating creative
experimentation.

Not only is there an increase in'the freedom to be
creative with content, but there tends to be an Uninhibited
work rate, limited only by the Present hardware devices. If
a writer is aware that he will have to alter or, retype his
paper if he makes an error or forgets an idea, the rate at
which he proceeds must. necessarily be nestrained. This is,
true even when a draft is handwrAten. There is a limit to
the amount'of revision that can be done between the lines,,
if legibility does not suffer, then one simply ?suns out'of'
Paper. There have been numerous instances of revision where
there would not have been without the System.

A new user 'may have to learn to be less inhibited about
rendering his ideas visible at an earlier stage of
dpvelopment than would be the case ordinarily. Perhaps more
iillportant,is that he feels free to change and remould
whatever "dumped" into the, System. There has
traditionatly been a lot of negative reinforcement
associated with changing,written matter, even if it is only'
a personal working document, which AHI. minimizes.

AHI appears to provide unprecedented flexibility and
freedom with textual information for the individual: This
is dependent upon the joint use of the display eDNLS) and
the teletype versions of the on-line System. In this
discussion, observations include both types of terminals.

The'llternate use of the two terminals is desirable
particularly during .0719 cm-lihe composition of a_lengthy
report. Briefly, the teletype is. best for typing in
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sequences of text -- a hardcooy is 'produced, and it is easy
to keep track of the current positiOn relative to the
preceding text. The DNLS display, on the other hand, does
not show more than one page at a time, and shows the
statement currently being entered at the top of 'the screen
while Preceeding statements Tay not be visible. However, it
is far more powerful for editing text -- changes are
actuated by merely pointing to the desired location on a
page. Restructuring is greatly facilitated by the
capability to change views rapidly. (This will be discussed
furthe.r'in the section on display effects.)

It is interesting..to note that fres m and flexibility
,seem to reqUire structure, rather than being inconsistent or
contradictory with.structure. The ability to position ideas
s that their relative imOortance is clearly shown, to
control what el of detail one is Viewing, to show trees
otk-relations, i, ucial to the flexibility gained by AHI.
Xhe .utiIity of the dressing .structuret T prey, the
various informapon uni 'etc., is illus'tra ed by the
tendency of .the AHI langu to-creep intc' e everyday .
langupge ac AKW's. For examp , "Well, 'expunge' thati rile
or, 'delete Piex 1Y, it was re ec -d...."

.
k'reertom apA flexibility are no t 1 ted to individpal

use of AHI, but.aire extended to groups, -ams, and the
.organizatiari thrugh,the interpersonal comm ation
facilities.

.4

Use of the Communication Facilities

, There are two specific sub-system for on-line
'communication (part of the IENEX Executive software) and an
extensive communication capability as part off' the "Journal",
a subset of the Dialog Support ,System.

"Send Message" permits message transtiSsion by entering
a literaland the "names of any number of recipients at any
node on the A-RPA Network regardless of geogra'phical location
or use of AHI. The message, is automatically sent to each
user noting "copies to (username)", subject, and title.
Notification of the recipient occurs with "you have a
message" upon initial System log-in..

The "Link" command ties together two (or more)
term pals so that messages may be transferred or oneouser
ma* bserve while the other works. "Advise" may be invoked
enab inc one user to work on khe other's files thus
fact itStipg a shared control over the editing, viewin.g
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4
etc. This is-the basis for on -line conferencing and is most
useful in the display version of AHI with a supplemental'
audio .(phone) link.-

The Journal System is a collection of tools ,and
Procedures to manipulate documentation. Th user may
essentially send,any on-line textual entity, a message, a
letter,, a document or book, to any number of users in any
format merely by specirving the ,initials (id's) of the-
recipients. -Distribution, recording, printing, mailing,,
library filing; and indexing are handled completely,
autokztically with numerous options for the author. .\

These subsystems can be activated at any time. Journal
and Send Message 'will deliver the item to a specified file
(analogous to ..a mailbox) belonging to the receiver. Any
amount of information may be so transmitted almost
immedia%,ely for the recipient's perUsal.at his convenience.
Again, this speed and ease appear to encourage "Mailing"
in Formation.

We have fund that the messag.e'sending,feature is
analogous to sending memos and has similar Characteristics

ease and convenience, although it tends to be less
- formal. It is an important advantage that the ,receiver does

not have to be on-line at the time,. We are able to retain
copies of the messages when they Are, printed out for reading
or by inserting them into the appropriate'tubsystem.-
However, ,they usuallY,are not retained by the ecipient.

Messages ar transmitted more easily,than memos in hat
they do not ipvo ve paper 6rocessing, a secretary-typist or,

addressing and mailing. We have founlIthat they are sen in

situations where no written.communication would have been
used otherwise, resulting in 'an increase in communications
especially vertically within the organization.

'A manager who is usually difficult' to reach .due to
meetings and other preoccupations can be easily notified.
Although advantageous from this standpoint, messages aro
easier to ignore due to the tentativeness of the-computer
storage. A memo or letter is a little more'demanding:--
perhaps due to its physical breSende:-

,
0

The interviews of users have surfaced an important
Potential disadvantage. The use of the mess§ge System can
tend to depepsonalize communication or at least substitute
for face-to-face interaction (see Section 5 "Communication
Tally"). This is in large part due to it-s.'ease of use as an
alternative or substitute for face-to-face communication as
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was Predicted by Turoff (1972). For ekample,,it may be
selected as the mode of interaction because of a distasteful
or negative content. The magnitude of the problem is
difficultto ascertain'. If it is significant, a negative',
shift in attitude toward the System might occur: This was

Jnot detected' by the attitude measures repbrted in Sections
IV and V.

The Journal Systen . is being used ostensibly as a
computer based mailing System for handling written
communication of longer lengths. A hardcopy can literally
be mailed but most of our users read their "mail" on-line
using the easilycecut d retrieval commands.,

It also has a messa e sending $,apability, where, will
the TENEX Send Message feature, messages are permanently
stored; indexed, cross. re repced, and catalogued. This 13%
part of the Dialog)SuPport stem which has a potential
impact much.beyond that which we have exblored.

With few exceptions, the pulatiOn has not been using
the Journaf for dialoRue supo t. The Journal is perceived
as.a place to, store items of permahent value, which is'
usuallyi not felt to be the case- with messages. This may
represent a"reluctance to:store routine transactions -- it
is feared that they may return to "haunt" the originator.

The lack of understandiWg of the purposes and
of the Journal mav be more significant. "Dialog 11,0-ast; is

definitely. a clue that continuing interactions iRht be
recorded much as are the minutes of meetings. Not only does
this provide the communicators with a histo y of
transactions relevant .= subject utter, but it
provides the using co munity with an lzht into
develonments that o

.1"

erwise would have remained obscure.

The Augme ed Community based at SRI is facilitated by
the dialogue r cord, as this pOpul4tlion will probably be
with additiona experience. Links (addresses that may be
activated to 1. 8 the information. specified) are imbedded in
subsequent rLialo -, e records providing cross references to
previous or relev t transactions. Thus, an interested
party may follow he progression of transactions at SRI and
quickly grasp the "meat" of the issue.

The use of link addresses may be Supplemented by simply
reading others' files. File read access and sharing has not
been useeas extensively as expected (our people tend not to
be nosy....) A few of the users have perused others' files
to learn of their doings or to answer a pressing auestion in
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deir abSence. By and large; however, this access is
limited to copying some information that was known .

beforehand or responding to specifio requests,. Thisgwill be
described in the .Portion of this paper dealing with effects

- . on the organization.

Linking (note the entirely different use of the term)
maybe compared to a telephone conversation. The
significant difference is that jinking is more convenient
when a user is oh -line.

As mentioned above,when an AKW is on-line, other
interactions are resisted and interruptions are discouraged.
However, it does not seem -to constitute as much of an
interruption to engage rin dialogue through the terminal.
The novel
e ffec on
experiw (--
but la

f this means of interacting may have some-
ts attractiveness. It is unique in our

It has the tentativeness of oral communication,
k the paralinguistic, non - verbal cues that would be

transmitted via the phone. It has the immediate appearance
of being a written communication; however, it differs in

' Permanence (there is no way to store the transaction except
to retain the teletype paper), immediacy, spontaneity, and
its'real time interactiveness. There is no time to peruse
the communication or deal with written text since the
recipient is reading it as it is being typed. This results
in a stylistic difference which, requires, among other
things, an explicitness not inherent in oral communication,
e: R. humorous jesting has to be labeled with a wiTa-, ha" or'
something similar to ensure correct interpretation.

Linking ha§ been used extensively as an integral part
of the AHI System. It is important to note here that
although neither Send Message nor Linking are unique to AHI'
(they are available on other computer systems), usages
appears to he dependent upon the design and purpose of the
entire System. If the System were not employed to...
accomplish the daily knowledge work of groups, it is
doubtful that either feature would have any Significant
utility. Both features are available for immediate use if
the AKW is on-line and the peed arises. 'We have linked
among ourselves and with various users on the Network
including ou colleagues in Washington, D.C., and the team
at SRI. In any cases contact occurred where there
otherwise w uld have beeh none, thus promoting teamwork.

inkinR feature is being used within the teams for
short, extemporaneous questions and comments. Surprfhingly,
Diking is utilized when AKWs are within close proxiTity in
the same building, in neighboring rooms, or even within the
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same room. Novelty might play a part_ in this, buf usage
emphasizes the ease and convenience. It can be 'concluded
'from our observations that, as with Send Message,
communications occurred where they would not have-otherwise.

7

Effects on Groups and Teals-

The System facilitated interaction withi teams
independent of geographical location. Alth gh thi vas
optimistically predicted, the-mature of t teams is
different thgn expected. The teams cent ed around common
Problems, or at least tasks of mutual interest to the
members. The novel'outcome was that people within the same
organizational unit did not exhibit any increase in unity,
or relate experiences that would indicate iacreased groug
identity. The subgroups remained isolated from each other
when the user population was expanded to the present size
(at the outset of organizational implementation) This was
the case even when the subgroups were located in the same
room, and it probably was related to the level of System
usage within the respective groups.

System use as acommunication medium on more than an
occasional basis appeared to be a function of the level of
usage in general, subject persbnality', and the group
dynamics. It is clear that these factbrs cannot be
dissected: they are intertwined to a degree that wouldr
require analysis beyond the scppe of this st.udy., The
behaviors are salient, howevr.

Those subjects who did not access the System on an
almost daily hasis showed little use of the communication'
facilities to interact with peers.. The primary use was as
an automatic typeW-ri.ter or text editor,- and did n*,. '

represent the addition of communication ,channels. ,

It is difficult-to conjecture about which comes first,
a high enough level of uiage or apnropriate individual
characteristics, but difference between peer subgrouns
based on nersonalitv, Particularly the Leader's, were
closely related to System communication, activity.

There were two subgroups within 'the user population
aligned on:th basis of a specific technical area. One
subgroup was tas with System implementation.--devtpment
and consequently were more likely to use it fdr
communication due to their higher level of Inrclvement, the
more serious way in which they perceived-the System, and the
subsecuent heavy usage. The.developmentteam also needed to
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interact with other Apis at the ARC to solve problems and
accomplish contract administration. Since these important
functions of coordinatiom and joint' effort were more easily
carried-out through the System,"a strong .incentive existed
for this subgrodp to use the /communication tools as opposed
to the other subgroup.

.Another Cact-r involved the 'managers of the two
ubgroups within e user" population. By-contrast, the.
other- group (whic 'ex9erienced much low,dr use levels) was
more homogeneous 1{ kgr nd, loc tion, and much more
closely aligned with t e; le der. T is case involved
diffe ebt manigerjal styles at the s bgraup leader level,
difte ent histories, and different physical locations.

sr

This'subgraup worked with their leader -who consistently
repr:sented them to higher management. ;They had more
frea meetings and were physicalLy cdlocat'ed for rno'st of
the nvestigative period. This was not totally a, function
of p rsonalities, but _resulted from the group's history as
well. The subgroup as an entity, was merged into the group
or section" ih.a reorganization. hatoccurred some time
bef e this study. Thus, gto4 ent Ity.and-cohesiveness

At,wer: reinforced.

The AH Group, as the development ,subgroup'was called,
'was headed v a m nh.more laisSez faire individual who had
bee transfer nto the subgrouP immediately prior to he
test Period.- He was located .n.a separate room and as
ta ked with learning to use the System. The former ubgroup
le der remained within the subgroup and retained his .

DO ition, as contract monitor for the AHI project. The new
leader was involved with social relationships based on.his

*
*met" positiOns. The AHI subgroup mem er

.
had quite varied

.ckgrounds as well.
0

plthodgh the numerous and complexly related factor§
liMit generalitation, .there' are, some important conclusions.
Group str cture has a strong impact on usage for

,:-.t,..), -communica ion-
,

The Tersonality of the leader becomes
' increasingly important with stronger group identity, which

can he traced historically. The obvious prediction that the
larger the relMvant community of a group using AHI, the more
that communication will occur was demonstrated by the
relative' usage of these two subgroups.

Channeis of communication that did open withim,,the
organization were based on training requirements and usually
'consisted of help from the more experienced users to the
neophytes, Cif course, the observer opened channels in order
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to gather the reactions of do-and-coming users. 'These
spurious channels were certainly. not reoresentative of
improved communication.

Judgement ,of this lack of increased interaction across
task boundaries as an insufficient outcome is unfair. The

it'E"-. task structure within the organization did not change.
Individuals and subgroups continued to work on problems in
separate.areas of specialization thus minimizing the need
for horizontal-communication.

It is encouraging that the consistency and amount of
communication withib a Priori clusters of AKWs noticeably
increased, especiaqy.tha vertical channels, which will be
discussed in a separate section. The Journal was the
primary vehicle for sending messages, documents, interesting

. articles andreferences, plans andeprograms, copies of
c`arrespondence for non-AKWs, minutes and agendas of
meetings, etc. Where ,these written communications
have occurrd on a chance basis before, they were duly sent,
to the concerned team members-Itnd stored for usage through
the Journal.--

Team collaborat n was very evident when an individual
was in need of addit al resources outside his own
"information space". During the preparation of briefings,
and papers on related "topics, individuals drew directly upon
the work of. colleagues by either using their files in the
briefing or by moving the appropriate information directly
into their information space.

An exemplary transaction involved the development of a
\Technical Planning.Objective,intended for several levels up
in the management hierarchy. The responsible writer
generated a draft of the document covering all areas even
though some individuals were not preSent. 'Then, via Send
Message, he .tified those-people to examine the document
for comment
simply coni
appropriat
master do

d revise their particular portion. They
into their working space, rewrote as

ed the finished product back into thend
ent.

The most extraordinary channels opened were those with
SRI, ontinent away. Concerned individuals were able to
bolla a e on papers for conferences,,oroposals for
funding, nd the necessary support of AHI users.

One case. involved higher management at, RADC (the
division level) which reauested a paper be Submitted for a
conference within a deadline of a few days. Conseauently,
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the paper was coordinated, formats and content agreed upon,
and a final copy Printed in the manager's office, on time in

spite of the mails.

A similar situation was initiated by the California
based AKWs. An annual technical report by SRI(ARC) incl deS

a discussion of- the progress of the work ongoing at remot
user cites including the cite where this study was took

place. A draft of the report was made available via the
on.-line sharing of files, and the comments of the user cite
were sent through the communication facilities of the
system'. SRI then re-examined it, the process continuing
until it satisfied both parties. The ease with which
revisions are made with real time inVeraction, not involving
the preparation and mailing of written documentation, is

quite apparent with these important, lengthy Apers.

Perhaps there 11 he increased communication between
subgroups with more -t-Se and nel,d to interact with others
who are' "on" the System -- a!larer community. For the
present, however, satisfying teamwork,(teams exist across
group and srcubgro.up boundaries) on a given task is
facilitated by the ease and timeliness of AHI.

Organizational Effect:
Changes in Vertical Communication

t

Predicted problems

The problems that were anticipated are ,dcussed here
to alert the reader to the cuing which ay have biased our

/observations. It was predicted that man gers 'would be
hesitapt to access the Rorking files of th subordina S

because of 'a kind of Psychological anxiety a t discovering
something they should not see, and the potential overload of
detail and sheer volume of information.

Managers above the immediate supervisor ('2lready an
AKW) would he reluctant 'to acquire the necessary skills
because of the interruption of their tight schedule, the
eas9 wita which they can assigh jobs to others, the nuisance
of Isittig* down' at a terminal,,gspecially with' the numerous
routine interruptions, and the,fkiply habityated mode of
solving prOblems through conversation (see Conrath, 1973).

EngineAs at the "worker" level would experience some
reluctance toenter file into-the Syatem where they might
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he perused by a managerfprematurel . The file access
controls would he used reluqtantly

These prediction center acou d the problem of changing
strongly ingrained wotk habits. 'There are numerous
additional predictionswhich could. be made; however, this
should adeauately indicate the expe tations generAted-hY

r experience date.

1

Traditional;Pattern0 of .prganizational Communication

The patterns of communication before AHI were typical
of any large bulinew,Or'industry wti re the majoritylof
Peonle are saentific/professional. The patterns were 1
dependent largely uoon the formal, 4p hority structure and
the task assigiments. A ./

A "sectionll7consisted of about 8 persons suoervised by
a "section chief" Who represented the fir$t official-level
of management,,A4pseudo manageMent level between the
section chief 'aih-&-the "worker 'heel!, was called the group
level, and MRS based on a-specific System'develooment
activity which wassAthesprimary function of that group as

:.pis-cussed earlier. '
, 0

ee/Th. seCtiph chief in this population managed in an easy
going way'where the primary means of direction were through
scheduled meetings (rare), chance meetings, and direct
ontant. Few, if any, memos were ever used., Return

munication to the manager was through the saris Means with
the addition of periodic required status renorts. An open
door odlicy (and first name informality) were the norM
Thus, a loosely knit structure existed at. this level where
much of the,vertical interaction was by default.
Directivesreauirements which came down, from higher levels
were usually Passed on by word ()X mouth.

New natterns o

The most noticeable change resulting from System
implementation was the-extensive use of Send Message. he
section chief has been using this capability to sched e

meetfnqs, resnond to,questions, 'and make reauests. M ssage
traffic hasheen heavy and effective, even at eary 't ..a
of its use The most important usage has been to cont
subordinatyho is not available at the time in an inf
manner without the necessity of written records. Thus
overhead in resources is
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Scenarios of\situa\ ions in which the message feature
has been used to" adv ge are numerous i the chronicle.

icial vertil ommunications ar occurring, where

y migh, not hay been\pdssi6le.

For\ exam le, th thi .d level manager.w g able to work
directly with he ,irst 1 vel manager, the s ction chief, in
obtalnin a gust s eaker t a prVessional onference. In_

sthis cas the con level was of - involved a he would have
been through the traditiona chain of command. Arrangements ,

for guest etc.,4were made in he same manner

TheSystem enables message,! of an informative nature,
not reauir ng action, but inc easing-the effectiveness of
the recipi nt, to be. sent directly to him without" the'

usually prOhibitive problems. ,

The Jodr-nal SVitem has.beLTappropriate for document'
coordination through the "chain of comMand".' It has been
relegated to mare formal docutents in mostAcases.: The major
noWer has been realized' when lengthy docum_entsmust be,
revised numerous times to satisfy manager's.

A recent plan to Procure.additiohal terminals is a case'

in point. Over a period of.seven,wo'rlcing days a plan was
PPebared and rejected as "too all' encompassing" It was
prebared again and met upon. Itw4s revised as a result of
the 'meeting. A tertiary revision' was Made a-s a result of
theminutes, of the meeting, and 'submitted tb.the Division
Chief in finisher form.

t
Another instance involved the creation of specrial

workin0 documentation,which has been created for management'
to.pnovide an up-to-date description of research and
development "efforts". These were prepared,bx.the.
individual in charge and could have represented a 4 '

i procurement; particular invest±gation or development
activity.

- The rocedure utilizes the 'editing power of'AMI between
users' rectories. A standard format is copied by the
iindividual who then "fills in" his information. Previously,
any such periodic (monthly) and lengthy paperwork would have
to be retyped completely after updating even though, muc of

, the actual verbiage'remained the same. Now, .revisions a e
entered n-line and the finished product 'is 'sent to the
'manager through the Journal along with a hardcopy printout
for backup. A marked increase in the Komptness with which
this kind of joh is completed'attests to AHI's
effebtiveness.
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This is nn especially good examttle of information
aVailability to augmented -managers: The on-line effort
description may be. read at any time,,whether the originator
is available or not including the latest updates. "What's
going on", a question so often asked by marthgers, is easily
and quickly ansWered by procedures such as this.

Trip reports, a standard government form4 are also
handled in this way. Availability to team members and oth
interested'colleagues is an added advantage, especiallyj
establishing contacts.

`Minutes of meetings'; whether held locally or on- a
business trip, are entered in a 'commonly labeled file in
each user's directory. The standard format agaim provides
an easy, way of empl-oying,S .common structure to prepare
documentatii,n for management. The Journal's library
capability is depended upon to catalog and store ipeex

ations to these document; thus supporting- the filing as
' .. well as vertical communication activities.

Vertical communication has als. been facilftated
through the sharing of special, n":fileg: "Open" refers
to files that have beery created read and write"

0, permission for the organizational 't.

A, file called "Staffmeet' is tsed -.ti in chief
to record items of interest tei his subordinates by
meMbershipiin o'ne of the two task groups. Occasionally,
items are entered that are for one or two individuals: The
file is continually updated (weekly, as a minimum) and may
he reviewed at any time. The real value is the opportunity
for ti Obordinates to add Comments, answer auestions, or
add of - general interest at any time. The file has
,become a upervisor's meeting in absentia, and is retained
-as a record of the continuing dia1,0-0,Ire: This file seems to
have become a highly efficient means of conducting the
business of the organizational unit.

Another file :is 'used to record, for maragement, any
)news items for potentiatinclpSion in an administrative,
newshrief. 'Imagination is the limit where open file usage:
is concerned. It is not Iles why this channel is so
*active, but its use,,in addition to the more formalized
eommunicationfeatures, provfdes a complete vertical,
communication-tool.

thAs.
To this noint me have been discussing experiences

regardless of terminal type. It is most:like y that a
display terminal would not appreciably change communication

Cr
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usage,,tiut it is certain that it dbes affect individual
Performance as- borne, out by the subjects that have -become
proficient.' 0 , c

/1/4.,

The Display On-line System ersus the Teletype

The Display On"-lihe Svslcem (DNLS) constitutes a
'separate subsystem of AHI. !t includes human ,enginedred
devices that.result in maximum ease Qwithin the state=of-the
art) of Mat-omputer commun .ation;

.
A hand held, curso' control trapsducer, the "mouse,u

enables an AKW to pain to, any textual entity on the TV like
display: He then cab perform any of the operations tja-0.1.,
were 5vailable in the teletype ver*on without further
addressing. Any ing or other changes are immediate'ly
visible. Te s plement the Standard terminal-keyboard, a"
"binary ke, se ' may be used to key-in alphanuMericS much as
one'would_plav chords on ,a

4

The_screen shows,a number of feedback "windows" far
commands,. addresses, viewspecifications,'literl inputS,.
etc. , in addition to tfie display on Rh-approximate page of a
textual tile, Commands that Obint,.deIete,. hd execute are.
actuated by lauttbns on the mOtIse (see Engeb et, 1960.

This bPief description afthe.highly interactive and
ootimized interf6ce will hopefully establish .the setting: for
the particular effects of DNLS, It is thrbuczh bNLS, it Can*.
safely be sari, that the full potential for indiiridUal
augmentation can be realized. Thch-of Ole foregoing
discusiOn, might be revised to 'show more pOsitive
ramifications if every user had a disolay.terminal.. It is
hpoed /that the additional-effect and capabilities
experienced' beyond,the teletype usage will be established
here:\ 7

No of e has.tried to-learn DNLS without first becoming,
tik

reasonably qatiable- with the tele
those who' have learned' bo h indi
difficult to start With DN
this. .The'pre8ent nOst of t

y0..e. -The experience of
ates that .it would be
hough we have vet to show,

1St:play terminal($15,000 per
IMLAC with mouse &-keyset) has encouraged the emphasis of
teletype access, for the .time berng.

"- t'

One suhj/ect, who has,been usin NLS for about 6
months, desciribes the effect aultewvdvidly as Ia ,"trip" that
is addictive.'
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When DNLS ts flying so am I! This causes a noticeable
change in My behavfor,. I am extremely reluctant to
break for/lunch, social conversation, coffee.; the
5:00PM whistle or weekends. Tr smoke more
(unconsciously). This is maki'ng me an emaciated,
nonstinated, emphysematous,,introvert; Who is
nealeotinu his family.

He qffers the following analysis using some learnihm
theory concents. He states that the use of DNLS is.
self--reinforcing because it is immediate, happens often,
and habnens at the level at which the behavior occurs Less
frenuent, but perhaps more powerful reinfOrcment is obtained
from coworkers -- "OPT I didn't know you 'could do that!" --
whi:ch gives one a feeling. of being on top.of thing,s,
_ne-ucl-man-ship, sunerioritv, etc.; and it is obtained, from
bosses in a similar way. In addition, the ability to
respond auicklv, often before the auestion is asked,
engenders admiratiga. My personal exnerience his been very
similOr.to thepe peroeptive responses. from this member of
the nopalaton.

The increased sneer with which one can addresg,,chanqe
text, and actually see the change, results in a dramatic
experience for the skilled user (there are three in our

'Population). Pointing to a link address not only/displays
the addressed information at the push of a b,utton, but also
.controls. the viewspecification or "window" through which one
looks,at a body of information.

fit:

Link addresses are entered as any other-text. Thus,
the 'AIN typically enters links ashe develops inform ion
units which are then linked together .(croSs,referenced)

g'includin tneosPecified..views of" information. For
example,. the user, may need to refer to an outline of the

:document he is ma:ssaging. By actuating'the link he.ma.v
display" a tdolevelfview: The System stores up to five views
ata'Aime which may be auicklv recalled as needed, thus
facilitating'returmto the detail and location where' the AKW
was driginallV Wdr4<ing.

In the same-manner he can refer to any information -unit
for-reference, which includet the jost Journal
documentation. Or, he pan "split" the screen into a maximum.
of four , parts each representing a window -- textual units
Can bemoved around between these. Segr hing for a topic
a.rea'iseasilv.done by successively. show nR more levels and ,.
detail-in,anv Particular. file.

Disnlaying,,yarious windows that loOk'into the
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0.
. information space is appronriate for briefings, e .; as
visual aids: dynamic, cow-lter generated "yiewgranhs". The .

power is in moving auickv.forward or backward thrat.47h the
aids, and making changes at the reauest of the audiedbe.
MoweMent.is done by imbedding a hidden. link to the next
viewgraph/display.

A complete description would continue, butif;it defies
reasonable breyity. Overall, it as as if the AkW,were
traveling through information space comprised of the work of
communities of AKWs. At any point he can stop and utilize
the information at that location. or move it to-his.own
information space from others.'

d

One of the few notable limitations we hayeencountered
is display recreate sneed, which is a functionof our
termirials,'transmiSsion line rate, and System load): Evert
unde'r slow conditions, a "page is written on the ,bcreen in
a few seconds. Improvements in.compute-tardware,will

,-nrobablv remove even these feW seconds.

This description is offered in.spite of the anticipated
comments about over-enthusiasm and starrv.eves. ,.How fast an
ADrcan "travel" through information space is surely a'
function of,the indivi 'tual and the nature of the task.
Conclusions from these observationsmust be tbmPered due to
the limited nopulation size. However, these are in fact
"exaeriences we have'had to date.

'011

Population Characteristics and Effect

It was difficult*tosseparate the influence of the jot
task type variable from-tfle personality variable, but some
interestinglexperiences were observed', 'Those who spent the
majority of their time Programming might actually have been
impeded in 'the learning of AHI beCauseot,proactiVe
interferente. ExpeOtatons due to experiendes,with other
systems interferedith ati.east one of the subjects as he
tried to use AHI. -*The job task type profile is provided in
Appendix A to aid the reader in the assessment of the
results.

Summary

/
"There was a strong resistance to Changing habitual work

...,-/methods and commuzecation patterns. There were..

......../, .....

nsycholngical as ll as hardware causes for the resistance-,-- ....
which were mutually escalading. Weak training techniquest
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System failure , and hardware unaTailat?ility were some of.
the-diffibulties.en'pountered.. A$ the problems 'mere,
overcome, thresholds were%observed in the wAV the SOTern was.

.used, and peraeived. : , . ..
t4S'

AHI use tenderrtb fall into two discrete kinds, use as'
an automatic tvnewriter'and, with the more4dVanced users,
use for on-line composition :- With use on a'regUlar basis,
the skills were acqUired that rendered the,System

'concerned with
so that the ,individual wasno.fonger

concerned with System operation. This tended to free him
for spontaneous, creative work while the rules of operat),on
and syntax remained subliminal ip,much the same way. as With
the us0 of language.in conversation.

Observations of the pOpulatiop Subsequent to training
notA% three areas of effect, (1) on the individual, (2) on
groups and teams,. and (3) .on the organization,

Hypothesized effects were not entirely realized; -

however, they may be withadditionaItime and System
development. At pr sent there are changes that point Coward
that realization. ndividuals experienced an unprecedented-

.1..,2) flexibility and inva yement with textual information through
powerful features su h as the link address,
vigwspecification System, and informatian structure.

.- This power facilitates the abnstrUction of an
information space which may be easily and rapidly -

communicated and shared with other AKWs, to promote dialogue
, among task teams. The communication facilities, Send
Message, Linking, And the Journal System, '_were employed to
create new patterns af communication that would not have
keen attained throdrrh alternate Means., The resultant
ocumented team collaboration extended to the organization.

Vertical communication imaroved, as .new channel's were
opened and formal channels were modified from the
traditional patterns. The.System canabilities became a new
management tool which,inereaAd openness without a loss of
efficiency. A number of examples of this were discussed, NN

includingcollaboration.with geogeanically distributed
grolins anti the shar:ing of snecial dialogue files.

'lisplay terminals were available to a few of the
opulation-prOmoting a fuller. realization of the impact of

AHI aided by human engineered interface devices. A dynaMic
information visibility was achieved, by utilizing "windows"
'1.1(.o the information space. The result was like traveling
'through the dyhamically sCrctured ,intimation space of a
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communitv,of knowledge workerSswith such rapidity and ease
that it was almost addictiveto th'e user.

The effect of the si,gnificant changes in the work
-methods and communication behaviors tOt were observed on

general at ude are reported in the next section.

4Note: Thy author'S nuWlicatdon, `"Experiences with an
Augmented H tnt.ellect SAJAYem: Computer Mediated
Communication," Proceedings of the Society for Information

;,Display; Sec9nd Quarter, 1973, is- based on this section.)
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Section IV
ATTITUDE CHANGE.

General. Attitude Toward the Technology,
the "T" Questionnaire

The 30 item "T" 'Questionnaire iwass designed to measure
the population's altitude toward the general technology
'repreSented by the AHI System. It was administered to half
of each of the user and nonuser groups as a pretest and to
all of the population during the postteSt (see the Deign
Format in Section II). The nUestions dealt with concepts
that were Known to the population and that they could
respond to on the pretest_. The concepts (factors). that
suhjects were asked to respond to are as follows.

A. Automation in general

B. The library use of computers

C. Computers in- general

D.

E.

Computer Use to accomplish paperwork

Privacy of informdtion stored in computers

F. Typing into the computer'

G. -'Computers as an. aid to thought

W. The ease of using comnuters

J. Computer as a device fore interpersonal
communication

Use of coqu ers to assist in meetings and
conferences

The items were reSponded to on a
included four Positions, strongly a
strongly disagree. The selection o
was to force a choihe between positi
responses. ThiF"was based on the bpha
that any latentattitude that mi7ht not
influence a selection other than neutra
manifested if the subject were given n
This procedure did seem adenuate. . The
than item scores, was of interest- based

Likert type scale that
agree, disagree,
Particular scale.
negative
1 supposition
strong ,enough to

would be
eutral alternative.

otal score, 'rather'
on the assu6otion
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that the design criterion of consistent questions ha been
met. A split half reliability. test showed a high
reliability (0.74) daring, the pretest.

Scoring was done by'assigning"a value of one to -the
s' most Positive response per item, strongly agree, through a

value of four to the most negative value; strongly disagree.
The total scores were then used for the statistical analysis
which' wls done by the Psychol6gical Research Centpr at

'`,,Syracuse UniverSity using their library Programs.

Attit'Shift Across Groups

The most-iiportant results of interest Were any
d rences in ?nean attitude scores due to System use, the
inden ndent variable. Differences in attitude among all
grow) were also measured,tg provide a control for spurious'
varia les and"test,effects. Thus, a.related t tepewas-used
bet -en the pretested exoerimental group Group Wand the
posttest experimental group that was pretested (II); and the
Pretested control group (IV) and the posttest control group
that was pretested (V). An unrelated t,test wa: used
between the pretested pxperimental and the n-f, -test
exnerimental group (III); and the pretes group
(IV) and the posttest control group with pretest
(VI).-

-d con
ut the

The results are shown in Table 1. There were no
significant Changes in the mean scores among any of the
groups except the Pretest control group and the
non-Pretested control group which showed a more negative
attitude in 'the posttest control group. Part of the -lack of
significance is due to the small N, which allowed, few
derrrees of freedom.
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Table 1.
"T" Questionnaire St,atistical t Tests Between Groups'

Groups

4

II III V VI .

Post exp 1 post exp 2 post con 1 post-con

-0.987
pre exp 1 N = 9

IV
ore con 1

II, III,
V, VI

1.569
N = 18

-1.560
N = 6

F 2:',.491, analysis of variance'
across four groups

3.490'
N = 17

NJ\

Further examination of the results shown in Table 2
confirm the t test. The standard deviations are similar in
all .the groups, at.,least enough so thatthe Rea s are
roughly comparable, It is dmmediatelV otiviou that there is
little difference between' groups LW II d to the
independent variat4le.. There is a sl-iqbt 'fference between,
these groups and the third u r or ex erimental group, III.
Any difference that apnoa es a standard deviation among
the groups, approximately five raw score units, is worth
noting. The more positive score in they post user group,
III, does annroach this level. The fact that it is more
Oositive is encouraging for two reasons, first, use of the
System did not result in a more negative score. Second, the
more negative score.for the pretested users on the poAtest
can be with test effects.

AKW Evaivation
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Table 2.
"T"-Questionnaire Means and S.D. for All Groups

"T" Oues tOCI
Groups Factor 1 Dev Factor 2 Con

X S D. X S.D. X S.D.

I Pre X 1 73.99 .44
II. Post X 1 75.77 6.37

III Post X 1 69.11 7.60
)IV Pre c 1 63.24 5.73

V Post C 1 67.85 6.62
VI Post C 2 75.33 7.44
Additional - 65.33 4.64
II III V V/ 72.26 -8.00 153.86 12.69 82.26 10.34

X = Experimental C = Control

Test effects may also be associated with the' difference
"between,the pretested control groups, IV and V. The
ftifference is more than four and could be associated with
maturation as well. The statisticadly significant
difference between the pretested control group and, the
nosttest only control group may be attributable to spunious
factors (e.g. nersonality differences). What it does
indicate, however, is thet attitude tended to become more
negaeivedue to maturation. The group VInscore is very .

similar to hat of the pretested users groups, I and II.' It
is signifi aptly more negative than the posttest only user,
group, II , showing that a more nositive attitude may be
exhibited toward technology by a group Using the System,'
than by a like group without, exposure to the System. _411e'
"additional" cwoup, composed of individuals who became users
later in the, experimental Period, corroborate the more
positive (scores for users.,

.

The pattern of results ascertainable from table 2 shows'
a slight negative shift In scores from the pretest'to the
Posttest in both the experimental and control groups; which.
nrottably is associated with test effects. The posttest only
gro (III and VI) showed that users were explicitly more

) fa.vor ble in attitude toward the technology than a like
) con rol group. .

.

More individual subject scores sbifted negatively from
--;----_______

Pretest to the posttest thus corroborating the
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differences d3tected by the examination of 'mean group scores
(see Appendix J; note that a,negative z score is positive
.relative to the mean for that-group-due to the scaling
_oding procedure used).

Correlation with the Organizational Climate Index

The rpose.o the OC in this inveaLlg-ation was to
detect v relations in beqw en the attitude toward the
worki environment- a job, nd the, attitude toward the
techno ogv and the Sys m 1.n particular. Statistically,
this WR complished by oer crming a correlation between
the scores f subjects on etwo third order factors of the
OCI and'the osttest T,Questionnaire Xgroups II, VI),
Tabl,e 3 s s the results.

No. .

T ble 3' . .

Porrela.tion Between "T'" Questionnaire'and OCI

"T" Quest
Posttest

OCI -

Fac 1 ":0evelopTent"
R sig R sig

Fac 2 iceibtrOl"

(Croups:
II .III -0.662 .001 .5357 .004
V VI)

,?,3 Ss were tested on -both theeCI and "T'! Questionnaire

The OCI factors were ,(1) development, and (2) control.
Briefly, develoomericresents a third order factor'
comprising those items that indtbate a positive attitude
toward the subject 'as a worker and his working environment.
A high score would sho,14 that an'atmosnhere existed where the
subject feels he-can develdp, and is not unreasonably
restricted. Control represents the opposite, where
unrealistic, unfavorable restrictions exist on the
ind* ridual's development and progress.

The second order factors that comprise the thirdorder
, .

factor for development are: intellectual climate,
organizational effectiveness., personal dignity, and .

orderlineSs. The control 'factor is comprised of work and,
impulse control. The work factor represents an excessive

4
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work orientation and is not associated with individual or
organizational effectiveness (Richman and Stern, 1969, 35).
The 30 first order factors provide further clarification of
the third order factons which are used here to,establish
subject scores (Richman andStern, 1969, 65).

The result were as anticipated, the;scores on the OCI
facet)rs significantly correlated with T Questionnaire
attitude. (The negative correlation coefficient is due to
the fact that a low sabre is positive on the T Questionnaire ,
whereas a hich core is positive on the OCI factors. Thus,
the igniflcant correlation between the control factor and
h attitude is in the expyted,direction.

The iodera e but substantial rdlationship shown
indicates that ndividuals. who perceive the job environmeht
Positively, and in general have 4 healthy perspective toward
their job, tend to perceive the general technoloRy in a
similarly odsit ve light.

,The OC1 also. provided 'a check for significant
differences in individual attitudinal struc,tures across any
of /,he grouos,' particularly/the control versus the
experimental g oups, that. might colortheir perception of
anv job related behaviors. The results indicate that there
were no significant differences across grouris in perceptio.
of the organizational climte, (Note: These statistics are
note included in this report due to the private nature of the
scores which may reflect upon individual subjects.)

Correlation of "T" Attitude and Intensity of Use

The 0 Questionnaire (see Section V) included a ouest.ion
designed to categorize the subject's estimate of the
intensity of System usageon a daily basis. The categories
were (1) less than an hour per day, (2) between 1 - 2 hrs.
ner day, (3) 2 - 3 brs. per day, (4) 3 - It hrs. per day;
and (5) more than 5 hrs per day. The Q Questionnaire .was
given only to. System,users as a posttest (see Section V).

. It was expected that there would he a relationship between
the amount p person used the System and his attitude toward
it. One can only speculate about.which mizht cause the
ether -- did System use affect attitude or was System use a
function of attitude.,

The N of 14 is less than originally planned. This is
due to attrition and the fact'tha this test was given to
persons who had used the System on some-regular baSis, at
least once a week. It was,relt that this level of usage was
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necessary fora subject to,beclassihed as a user for the
outoposes'of the Q Questionnaire. (The negative correlation
coefficient xis due to inverse scaling on the two items;
attitude was\pore positive with a lower score and intensity
was less with a Lower score.)

It was clear that there was a moderate correlation'
indicating a substantial relationshio between intensity of
System use and attitude toward the general technology after
use (see table 4).

Correlation
Table 4

etween "T",Questionnaire and Intensity

"T" Quest
Post. Exn

Question # 23 "Intensity"

R sig
\"

Grouos I and. II -0:564 .018

*14 SS had an adequate. use level

N 14

;-

The results of the Questionnaire,-although showing
no significant difference due to the independent variable,

, do provide insight into the relationships between'individual
attitude and the. dispogition to use effectiirely g technology
such as the AHI System. Theserelationships are elucidated
by the data obtained.via the additional instruments, the 0
Questionnaire and Proficiency Test, which are discussed in
the next'sectIon.
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. SECTION V
STRUCTURED OBSERVATIONS AND COMMUNICATION ANAL1?SIS

Conte? QuStiohnairs ("0")

This Questionnaire was- -designeC4-to o tain readtions to
sneeih,c statements and answers to specif c questions about
the ARITstem and the subject%s-Operien ei with it. The
auestions were dif,.erted at, .a number of ar as including
effectiveness' in terms of accomplishing p perwork
activities; effectiveness of communication tools,
attractiveness as an, alternative to.handWr tins
documentatiOn draft, Ienei,a1 feelings abo t the System, use
intensity, terminal use, quality implicati ns for thought
and written documentation, System resource availahility, and
oredietions about fpture-attitudes and,exiiriences. This
instrument was a 'direct methdd of obtainin subjective
respon-Ses About the System's effect. It wa administered to
the user group only at the end of,tne experimental period.

Item" DiscussiOn

There were a total of aauestions, 19 of which used a
Likert tvne scale (see Appendix G). An analysiS was, done
Using cor'Telations between similar Questions, auestions
which could indicate,causal relationships, and major
variables -77'three of which were measured by this
ouestiontaire:. System availablity, intensity of use, 'a,ndo
terminal type.

Question one was designed to compare actual user
experiences with their expectations.before they were ,in
contact with the System. The System was introduced-.-
Primarily as an aid to paperwork processing and
concomitant functions that are accomplished in, he daily
work routine. This included text editing and the
preparatidn of longer documentation such as reports, etc.
The.smalasis on communication via the System was not
develoned at'the beginning of implementatidn; thus, this
question would tend not to detect einectations,abodt'
communication usage. The majority of-responses were
neutral, while the remainder; with one exception, were
mildly in agreement. The large neutral response was .

Probably due to an emtiryoniczconcent of the, .System design
goals and nunpose. There may be a strong relationship
between this responSe and the usage experiences'mentioned
earlier, which show a marited threshold during the evolution
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in .usage TrOm.an automatic- typewriter to oh-line
composition. That threshold may be a function-of'
understanding that is capable of more advanced ..

;aPplications than the tent editing assdoial an
automatic typewriter.

),

Thecbange:of attitude reAltant from- use 04 was
detected by ouestio4 twoi is one-of the'moat'aignifiCant
findings. This rasRense indicated that the. System-was
Positively reinforcfng-for abo4t,77% of the users with
.almost a ouarter strongly agreeing. This -might have been
largely dueHto negative .expectatiOns initially, resulting in
a mositive Shift after a. more positikre experience. However]
the ""T"° nueetionnaire pretest showed that at leastrthe
attitude toward the general concept of the.teChnology Was
not negative a priori. The general exPectation 'yds neutral,

0
thus. negative expectation's dl not appear to be the:c.aUsal
'factor. Number eight-cOrroborates this by 'showing that the
subjects anticipate (over-3/4.of the subjects) that their
opinion will becoMe moA,positiie-with additional.use. This
.anticipation was stroher for thbse with limited experienep.
Aoparently,a'Ma.tor;ity, feel :they have limited experience ds
indicated -by their positive- 'r'esponte.- to number eight. A

five by five contingency table (see -Appendix- F) shOws that'.
subjects answered these.ouestiJons-Within-one.'nterval",

_with the larrest group...answering."agree'" fol4. both

The positive corr-elatiori between number seven, where"
47% indicated that they 14re more efficient, and number
eight, where the' majority expected that more use wduld.
increase their opinion, indicates that-the subjects are
experiericing reinforcement (see Appendix F). Number, _three
detected one of the sources of reinforcement, a reduction in';.
throughput times although it was- not sensitive to an
increase in throughput time if there was-one. -It is
ignificantl,that more than half the subjects found that

throughput time decreaSes when using the System to. prepare'
banerwork.' A contingency table shows a strong correlation
between number three.and number seven, which corroborated
th t they were more eff-icient (see Abbendix F). These
r 15cikises stress the editing, cababilittes of the Syste6, not
;the communication uses.

The reasons for,this increase in eTfioieney, con only be
internolated from tie other respons. Number eleven /

irldicatethat it is not due to les, need to write longhind
drafts. However, nu er fifteen, whch showed that a
majdritv felt that tb it thinking about written'wock one on

- the System was improve offers Some xpination, Only 18$
disagreed with the statement-that the tProuRht was
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enhanced: Number fourt.a.e.n indicates that, a,majority dAynot tN\,
4-

perceive the System as being effective for all job tasks, .N
4611w thus supporting the conclusion that the noted increases,lh

effectivenes are specifipalie for the production of /

typewritten material. .Number' twelve again discriminates
. between orail effectiveness and paperWbrk activities -- a
majority exuected that paperwork could ,be accomplished more
effectively by ahvone who used AHI. ,

46'

The ouestipns about 'System use as a communication tool,
numbers 17-and 18, show that a Majority.do not find this-has.
been an ,important feature. Observations indicate `that,the' -
communication feature$ in Renerai.were not used eXtenSively,
thus estabi'ishing:ttle cause' for a majority, response' of
neutral... _The proficiency exercise showed-that a. significant
number of Subjeoters 0,id.nOt know how to use the communication

4

raal*ties ,(see belOw): ,

. Number five appeared in rei.rospeCt.to e a.confusing,
question, but it did indicate that the'majerpity found
reasons' other than a .laCk of written material for not using
the. AHI'Syst

AlthouRh!there was cohsderable support fOr an. increase
in efficienpy- number six clearly_ showed that thelarRe7
..majority saw,-?o quality implications for AHI, even thbug
they saw an enhanced thinying:atility (number 15-). .

Observation suggests that causal fad tors might' be Umited
lexperience with the SYstem,-the inability to Ilse the display,

version. of AHI (less than half of the subjects).1 and the
diftficulty Of judging aualitv. In spite of these factors,-
th4 rOIDons.e ha,5 significant-implications for

.'p:ffecs- of .AHI: -after an .average- of .six months of use, with
maioritY using the, System More-than one D,o-ur a day. at the

six months.point, threeouarfers:of.the zebjects were
nputral,about an increase in the auality of work
accomplished on -AHI.

Number nine shows thatmore.than 3/4 of the users see
AHI as an advawce in- theist 4oP-the-art, which is'.both.
remarkable -hnd ,significant in light of the fact that most
subjects are in.the business of.adOanding the
state7of-the-art,through Rah and Development:1n'
information soience.' This-also'illustrates a dispa itV
between'off-the-puff,commegts, manY4Of which tended. o

derrogatorv, and odestionnaire responses. Jt cannot .be
determined what< role the lack of anonyMity had on this
nositiye response or any other pn this puestipnnaire. The
."back patting" 'phenomenon may be a factor. I. is'.
conceivable, although notprobable, that the population
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m-,7-
ren ogn i7ed the System as arieffort on' the part, of Coaleague
and as'a source of funds for the oraanizati;on, thus
lnciirectly supportina"them.

Pro,pably the most diPfi.cult statement to .respond t(z-
,nositivelv was,punber .en '-,,-W'hiob:asked subjects to.reIat6 to .1

the overall goals and theoretical foundation/justification
for AHI as a unique ssIstem: that it will positively impY6t
effectiveness in all' aspect of linowledge work.
Surprisingly, 47% aaree0_while orfly 12% disagreed. The
neutral responses may be from those who are wifplina for
additional experience. Question,numb'er ane seer:it to be
related to ten in that tba,exn6ctations of what the' System_e/.
will ne (, 'imorove effectiveness in almost ev.ewthing that i8
job related") 'are slightly areate"r than what it appears to
he now. The majority of the subjects anticipate that the.
System will improve 'effectiveness in veneral even` thcivah'it
has not vet fu1ft'1ed expectations.

44.

Questions number 12 'and. number 13 clearly show that the-
larg0 majority of risers feel that, the System has ,general
learnabilitv and is not, limited -0 some sedect croup with
special aptitude or skills. Thilswas of' great Concenn
initially due to the exten,s,tve 'ckr'iolexity"Oft commani
structure and 'syntax. ,However the resbanSe does' riot
anything about the level of use that. is, accomplished with
"relative ,ease ". The proficiency .exercise andobservatjons
again indicAte that;the'vieWobint of the subjects is froM'a
li;Tlited. level of expertise 4H1 Toderate'or half7waIL
sOohAstination of use re'lative'' to the most adept user in the
Ponulation.- Nevertheless; it is'imoortant that this level
olf use, orima'rily'as a text perceived as
attainable by n,nvone..

The forecrong disnussion abOut lowor-than-expected use
as a communication tool Aid not deal'with'riuMber 16. It was
almott'unandMous'that,file shfiringsis an effective tool4for..
keening informed. This results froM management usage and
Poller.for the orga,nizational unlit, which. is a function of,
one person. The first line :mahapn relies very heavily on
one onen,file to recoryi directivest due dates, meetinas, and
most other supervisory matters of a,general'nature. This

. file is used by subordinates forNertdnent responses and to
keep abreast of what is hanoening to their colleagues% - It

difficult to nrediot fram'this.ca&e, whieh,anpears tO'be'
very Muofunet'ion of individual.'style except t k say that
it is a 'communicative technique thst_does work' (See'Seotion

,''4Jse'oficommundoati,on.-To61.s4).

, Que5qions 20 through 23 ,were impartant.to detect ,,
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negative influe
'(numbers 21 and
however, a majo
of thestime.

ces on attitude. System unavailabililty
22) would be a hecrativeloa sal fadtort;
itv of the Subject* found
umber 22 did not signific

wo ich detected improved 'attit
Among the ponulation as a whole there was no correlatio

','between reactions to the System and availability. However,
in' certain individual: cases it was found that those, who had.
a..tuminal available less than 40% .of the time scored belo'W
avefra0:41.. This is mdres.jmportant when it is noted thatthe
same subjects rOmonded with low scOreson most ouestidna.

t 'available most
tiv correlate with
e. w

A majority found the Iml'ao CRT more effective to use
(number '20) but tIrtis is More an indicator, of those who could
use 'the CRT rather ttian an assessreen't by everyone -- it was

,

not Available to more that 40% of thp u$ers. It-can'tie
. PrediCttd frOm observations thht Ahad everyone' used the CRT,

they would have 'Preferred it unanimously.
- . . .

The total scoreton,,the Lrikert scaled questionv, one -
. 19 (-yaluesY,stronelylaRree :.,- 5, Strongly disagree = 1), did

not correlate with either-21 dr 22- This method or scoring
was nOyStRtiftiCR11V sound (the items Wen,0 not deSigned to

1rmeare'the same thing) and was °ray done to see if any L

additional hattern*Could be detected. The Z' score of the
summated scale' questions (td; hoWever, Provide a check on

'the interrelationships between °attitude and perceived'
etlfectiven ss. Those who,, did not perceive an increase in .

,efTective ess had negative Z scores, and the two cases where
the Z sco e was below-1 alSo had the lowest gcorps'on
effe'ctiveness. The relationship was the. same for the high
scores.': An "eyebalr' of the tabular data (Appendix. J)
i diWaed that the .fou'r effectiveness questions'Oriedwith
te.:total score

.

.

There were two clusters of ites that were noticeable:
in the data, °projected attitud ' and "efcectiveness": -The
attitude question's (numbers tw and eightlr were cons stent
within the twoite'w, with a' gh intercorrelation, ee
Table 5), hut.. were not consi e with the tbtal score or
.the effectiveness questions. Tqat is, a high aomq der!
answer score coulH ot,h .predictuSed- to redict hill) ces
elseVihe

n
re. The most conclusiOn from this 'clay he that

thrattitudes rAPresented a dredictive frame-of reference,
whereas the effectiveness and'ox'erall scaled questions were
,retrosoective. This is cdnaistent with the content 'of the
ouestions

'The effectiveness_Cluster ()numbers three, seven,'
twelve, and fifteen) alSo was. based:on a high correlation
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among. the, co-stituent auestions (see Table.5).. Thus,
subjects who' acoredjlighly on this factor were indicating a
strong response About the System's effectiveness: The
scores on this .fact6r varied -in much the same manner as d'iA

,

the overall score on the Q
.

Questionnaire, as indicated by an
eyeball of the data (Append.ix J). More importantly, there
was a correspoinctence betqeenfthe loW scores an the attitude
factor and the attitude fam,the T Questionnaire. . In -fact.,

if a subject was -at either extreme, all the scores tended to
he at the extreme. Thus, we can see some consistency
betwen general attitude, projected attitude, effectiveness,
and the toeti eyaluation of the system, although nothing
approximating statistical significance.

Table 5. As.

Q Questionnaire Item-with-factor CarrelatiOn

Items Fabtors

2

8

3

7
1.2

15

Attitude Effectiveness

. 7Q9

. 838
. 745
825

. 840,

. 839

Factor mean
Factor S.D.

Q.93
1.10 2.74

SuMmary of Questionnaire Findings

The auestinnaire.results were generally consistent
viththe predictions of system effectiveness for individual
use. The sigpificant.exce6tion was in terms of quality,
which was 'found not.. to be enhanced. Thus, ffectiveness-
cannot he .defined as bilhet" nualityoutput n less' time, but

. _
simply increased output (or throughput) with lesseffort. ,

Attitude and nerc-eived system effectivenes.werefoundA.o be
i consistent, which was a major methodological hypothesis.
F rther extrapolation from the responses ahout-oresent
ffectivepess and Predicted effectiveness indicated that

system use'is rewarding. Experiences were perceived'as
imite1, but they must have been reinforcing in order for
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the-majority of the respondents to anticipate-an improved
attitude.

,The ouestionnaire in general , nd the ouestilOns
concerning intensity of use, were co intent withLN
measurements of proficiency. This pr&wided.strong evidence
to support the conclusion that subjective responses are a
valid.means of ascertaining the utility of the System.

TNLS Proficiency Eprcise

The Proficiency exppcise or "test" wis designed to
measure the ability of a user to edit a Paragraph of text,.
to link to another user, send a message and ti'ansmit the
corrected text through the Journal (See. Appendix E). The
exercise wag Presented to each user on har4copy, with, the
-Unedited and a corrected version of the text. The errors
were marked on the unedited text proofreading time was
not of interest.

Theresults of the exercise were,tabulate by counting
the editing commands that were used by each subject, noting
the time reouired-to comolete the editing, and the number of
erl-'ors in the -edited text. Subjects were asked to record-
tile time by executing, a sPecial-controk character which
printed the total connect time to. that point. (At the time
of these'tests, the. System did not Provide ap automatic .

recorA,of the time or the editing commands used.)
Interruptions were noted in tld same manner. Errors in the
edited ,copy were oo.mpensaied. for by -adding one minute and
two commands for each error to the'total number of commands
used. This was based o4.the average time and number of
commands necessary to execute the correction had it been
done by the subject initially'.

A:rank order correlation was performed between the
editing time and the number of commands; editing time and
the number o-f months of system uSage (longevity) ; and -the
editing time and the intensity of usage, fffigi' the "0"
ouestionnaire (see ARoendix J).

, 0 "

s

Fesults .

.

. .

,

Longevity did not spignificantly cgrrelate (at the .05

----------1\1;)

level) with any other-variable. This verifies ip.tuition --
origevity alone is not sufficient to Act'as a causal

va iable. F9r example; a skilled user may continue to, use a
la ge 'number of commands, but execute theM more rapidly with
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fewer errorr;e or the style of editing technioue may cause
more commands to he used despite areater longevity. Rather,
the effect of longevity is .a function of the intensity of
use, e.g., certain subjects gained moreskill aishorter
overall length of timevdue to more intense use. This
initial nrialy-pis does Rot eliminate longevity s a causal .

variable but only permits Vhe following Conclusions.

(a) Greater longevity did not
fewer editing, commands

It in the use of

) Longevity did not sigrificantlY correlate with
editing time, although there was a definite tendency ror
those with' greater longevity to have lower editing times.

1.%(r) An alternative editing techitoUe resulted .in large
differences for those subjects that used it confounding the
results.

The use of an editing method called "execute edit," as
opposed to the use of indiviNual commands for each editing
change, resulted in a significant reduction-in-both tbe,.,.
number of commands and time, independent of the other
variables. . '4

ExeCuteedit penmits a user to edit h statement'Vhile
that statement is being printed by determindng the

Innroximate lo'cation. of the error, and printila to-that...
The'error is typed over correctly, and printing' ,.

proceeds until the next error is about to be printed. The
nroredure is nepelpt.0 until the statement-islporlplete. In
tabulating the number of commandsused, e.ch correction was.
counted as .a command in order to appOoximate the counting_
used for the usual Hrocedure. Execute edit was conclude,d to
he more efficient primarily because addressing,. the point-Of
text where there is an error does not Have to'The done'4thin
the statement (execute edit onlv.works within sttetents, .
When individual editing commands hresused each textual error
must he .ad.dressed befqre the correction pan be..made. Oniii
three users emOloved execute edit, and- all three were among,
the -best times and used the fvesti-instru-Ctlons.

A

However, when- ree: objects who used this
he distrihution'there was

t`

alternative wepe drooped from
still no significant cort4elation.hetweenoerformance p,gei
longevity. d
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Proficiency as a Function of Intensity of Use

Longevity by itself was not foUnd to correlate with
skill, indicating that intensity of use.was a more important
factor than anticipated. The :intensity, or degreeof usage
during the period of longevity',- was measured through a
direct question on the "0" questionnaire.

The multiple choice.ouestion asked a user whiCh of four
categories were appropriate to his experience: (1) 'less

than 1 hr., (2) less than 2 hrs., (3) 2-3 hrs., (4) 3-4
hrs., and (5) more than 4 hrs. ner day.

The tabulation of data shove- hat the greater the
- igtensity on use, the better the ber46rmance, particularly

with respect to editing time. Statistically, ,a significant
rank order correlation (at the the .01 level) was found

ro
betwedh editing time and intensity (+.74).

Although there was no correlation between time and
olongevity, it was concluded that longevity must influence
editing time, /d-wit, intense-use over a longer period of
times would Make a user more oroficient than would the same
ihtensity over a shorter time period. In order to detect
nyti-elationshiP, intensity and longevity were treated

* toewther. The respective scores were multiplied to give a
combined value which was called "long.tensity".t A
signilicant correlation .(at the the .05 level) was found
between editing time and "longtensitY" (+.67).

Longtensity represents the variable that most
influences any learning' ituation -- the Combination of the
Length and the number;of rials. However, there was no way"
of accurately' record:... the time each subject was spending
at'thetermlnal during this time period. the System did
keen record. of System use time per directory, l'hic'h is

i,,de'fined by the user's name, but different subjects other
4 th,an the person it was originally established for used the

directory. There was a shortage of directories ab well as a
need to-have clerical herp,enter and edit some of the-text
for certain subjects thus adding their time to that of the.
sublioct. The shortage of directories led to a sharing among
sublectS who, became users relatively late in System
imolementation.

/Th

Longtensitv represents the variable that most
influences any learning situation -- the combination of the
length and the number of trials. However, there was no way
of accurately recordincT, the time each subject was' spending
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at the terminll during this time period. The System did
keep t' cords of System use time, per directoe,y4.whigh is .

defined\hy-the user's name, but different subjeoes other
than the''nersOn it was originally established for used the,
directory. .:There wal a shortage of dire6tOries as well a4 a
need to have clerical help enter and edit some oif the text
for certain subjects thus adding' their time to that of the
subject. The shortage of directories led to a sharing among

,subjects who became users relatively late. in System .

implementation

Although there pas no correlation between' time and
long,evity, it. was concluded that longevity must_influenqe
editing time, to wit, intense-use over a longer period of
time would make a user more nroficlent than would the same
intensity over a shorter time Period. IA order to detect
any nelationshio,-intensity and longevity were treated
together. respective scores 'were multiplied to give a
combined 'value which was-called "longtensity ". A
significant correlation (at the the .05 level) was found
between editing-tune and "longtensity" '(+,67).

LongtensitY n Je-nresegts the variable that most .

influences any -learning sAtuation --the combination of the
length and the number of trials. However,'there was no way
of accurately recording the.time each subject was spending
at the terminal during this time Period. The System did
keen records of System use time per directory, which is
defined by the user's name, but different subjects other

'than the Person it. was originally established for used. the
directory. There was a shortage of 'directories as well as a
n.eed to have clerical help enter and edit.same of-thetext
for certain subjedts thus adding their time to that of the
subject. The shortage of ,dirkctories led to a-sharing among
subjects who becamo,.users relatively late in System
implementation. :

.eTIT116. sharing of directonies also complicated the use Of
the commun-ication facilities. a minority of cases, it
was not posSible to send messageaor-aournal,ma.il"directiv
through the System because a dtrectory is required to
recaiVe them. Although there is an alternative means *pr
defining Persons to the System (the"ident system"), that
Permits delivery of hardcopy through the "'mails, and 'hot
on-line, the time lag under these circumstances is.one to
two week.s. Rasentially;' the System does not.know-whoa.uSer
is except through the directory under Which he achmolis)res
the logging procedure. t These .problems justify2theuse of a
subject's estimate of his intensity of use and longelfity,
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The learning, picture i9 further complicated b!,t,he kind
'of onerations performed dt.fring the, use period. Eve .though
there was a high corNelation'betweem longtensity and editing
tim'e; it is not clear that the mere quantity of time will
insure an increase in skill. Ouestions remain about the
likelihpod that a nerson will attempt to increase his
knowledge by trying alttrn,ative commands, reading the
documentation, asking questions,and generally exercising
some creative curiosity. If he dOes not do these things,
the vast richness of the SyStem may -never be tapped.

- It was concluded from otservations that this kind of
Se truction is'a function of individual, differences,
demords on the individual to produce, and the availability

rof'heln. When subject became reasonably comfortable with
a certain 'Set o commarrds anal procedures, in general, he wa.s
not tocOtikelv to attempt to learn new commands -- the

mrlom-entu phenamen n. The Particular "rut" one found hlmself
in resulted from nitial ,traintng in most cases, and was
foun'd to he inefficient for the broader *spectrum of tasks
found in nost-training applications.

Proficiency and COmmunication

The most important' ramification of momentum
nhenomenon for this stay was the lack of use of the
communication facilities, compounded .by the System
limitation mentiqned abov%: Many -subjects attempted to send
communications throug,h the System for the fihst time during
this proficiency exercise. Thus, the exercise became more
of a learning experience than a testing device for the use
of the communication tdtls. The one exception was the use
of shared files, an importantresnonse to' the immediate
supervisor, and also requiring a minimum of skill. The
overall results showed that almost half of the subjects were
not familiar With the communication portion, of the test.

Ih terms of this study, this is a significant
confounding variable. ConclusiOns.about AHI a a

communication Medium for facilitating the dev opment of
groups, teams, and the organization must be nterpreted as
renrresentative of the least amount of impact possible. It ,-
is extremely probable that there would have been more use

,and therefore greater impact had there been a rigorous
training or testing nrogram aimed at' ensuring a capability 0
on' the part of each subject to use all the tools for
interaotion. Rather than beinga loss in terms of'the
Ibudy's value, this is R valuable insight: during the
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implementation of an AKW, steps should be taken to insureL_
that a basic mastery of all tools has occurred.

The same is true for editing tools. Had every subject
been versed in all capabilities, he would have had the
"execute edit" command available to him thus improving his
editing performance within ndividual statements.

The important finding i that after severaI.months of
use by a Population-there w s not a basic familiarity with
the communication features .f the System, which represent a
major power af t e System. This leads to the conclusion
that this medium not at ractive enough CO be selected as
an alternative to conventi nal ways of communicating by
telephone, face to face c. tact, or written correspondence
(see the Communication lv results). In contrast to the
editing capabilities he communication patterns are
engrained more .--ply in psychological structures such as
Personality and social milieu. Intuitively it is obvious
that calling on the phone or walking down the hall and
dropping, in are quite easy when compared to logging, onto a
computer system and thenactuating the Precise, although not
tO complicated protocol.

4 The scope of the on-line\community that an individual
needsto communicate withais another important ctor. In
this case the immediate organizational unit comuised the
only portion of the or-line'community that was d'&.i.nterest
to the subjects. Had a larger,,nuber of communicants been
members of the on-line community, as was the se fora
exceptions, then there would have been a greatdeal moee_
motivation' to Communicate via the System. -Geogralhinally
distrihuted communicants would have further incre sed the
motivation.

The excenti9ns included those AKWs who interacted
extensively with the California ARC utilizing all the
features. A number of ,other users external to the
population n .'vide a twofold exception; they.communicated
extensively th .ugh the send"message feature which was the
only Svstem.fea ure they did use. The Particular office;
howev- was re ponsible for the developm of the Netwdrk
as well Ponsoring the entire AKW proje . This provided
special motivation' forthem to acccAplish eir
correspondence through AHI. -

Earlier, 'te concept of 8 threshold in the transition.
from use as-an automatic typewriter to full auehentation has
introduced. The proficiency tele. Provides the basis for the
content of a "communition threshOld, a definite change in
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the behavior oredispostions of a person that are necessary
for the meaningful use of the communication facilities, not
only to initiate communications to receive' the as well.
The communication threshold may be passed ,throu, training
and indoctrination leading to an in depth awareness of the
facilities, the {r potential, function and usage.

Conclusions About 'Proficiency

Longevity was.not fou d to be a key factor affecting
the subject's proficiency. Intensity of usage played a more
significant role in influe cing the editing speed, which
decreased as the intensity f us increased among the
subjects. The number of co s did not associate with
either intensity, longevity, or editing time. It was
surprising that a more skilled user could accomplish the,
editing task with a similar number of commandst'but in much
less time than a unskilled subject.

The combined interpretation' of intensity and longevity,
"lbntensity," did correlate with editing time, but it was
not more significant than 'intensity alone.' Logically;
however,...it must be concluded that skill is a function of
the intensity-of use over time, and not intensity alone. as
this sample suggests.. We were not able to determine the.1-,
Point at which skill levels off in a learning curve.. It was
not poSsible to .establish .learning curves because'br the
requirement for 'periortU., testing,, which this population was
not willing to accept. t-is likely that longevity plays an
.important roleJintially, but after a time Period such as in
this ptudy (seve months) intensity becomes the more
impo-r'itant factor v enabling a user to retain ills skill
through' practice. Thus we\can predict that a certain amount
of 'Practice is nec ssary to, retain anyakind oecompetence.

An alternative editing technique, execute edit, was
folind to be suberiorjor editing) within statements.. It

would not helo;.however, when minor editing was requird
within each of a number of statements:

4

Evidence was accumulated supporting the
conceptualization of another threshold (see Section III) to
be oaSsed while becoming an AKW, the "communication
threshold." A considerable,amount of. momentum was found for
continued use of the Sys'temas an editing device only. .It
is not,until a certain amount of training, indoctrinatiOn,
exoerience and need have occurred that an individual
progresses to utilization of the communication -tools in a
meaningful way.

111
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Communication Tally

It was pointed out in the review=6f literature that
Conrath's method of pmmunfdation analysis within.the
orRanization Was-the the latest development of the most
appropriate technique for examining the effect of computer
systems on an organization. The technique,was'applied to.
the experimental and control Rrouos for five days at the end ,.
of the experimental.qeriod. At a meeting .of the entire
Population called at' the request'of,the Branctrmanagement,
the purpose and method were explained by Dri: Conrath
followed by a question and answer session. '.Conrath was ,

called in to assist in the odificatIon and restructuring of
the tally sheet and instructions, and to lend objectivity

persuasion to the investigation. It was'expected that
tpe\technique would he resisted and that every effort should=
Tre.made to encourage reliable participation:

- .

' The specific goal was to measure the usage of the
communication tools' that the System offers ancj compare them.
with the conventional patterns and channels of.'communication
within the organization. The administration Of the

.

technique t both the control and experiental groups
provided a comparison of two like orRanizational units, one
with and onewithout the System as a communication medium.
The most important result was to be able to dodument the
specific communication feature being utilized and to .

establish what portion of the S's total communaative
behavior was through AHI.

/ The results were .reported by Conrath.(1973) in 4,-
special report. The data, consisting of the tabulated
transactions for each pair of. communicants were coded by
mode and by Participants, and by the' relative vds.i.tion arvi
location ,of each oarticioant in the orq_anizatib6:,p"Volume of
\communication wa§rapresented as frequency of trdnsaptiori
and. the weighted communication: Weighting wasbasej on an,
a'enage, coommunication event of two :minutes., The aliha.ge for'.
th\\3-15 -minute category 'wag eight minutes or four We\ithted
tra aatiwrs, and the average for' the over 15 minutes
cate.,onv. was 32 minutes or 16.' transaction units. Thus,
conclU 'ons could he drawn from the data about the quantity'..$ -
's well s fri-eTrequency that interactions occurred.

The I modes selectedduring this five day Period. were
40% "send.m sage," slightly less for the Journal, and
relatively 1 tle for the' shared file and "linking" modes.

AHI was no fount] to be associated with a reduction in
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paper flow. Rather-, there. was less face-to-face contact
among-those using, the SysteM. TelephoneAraffie was also
less, but riot sisgnificantly.

AHI was used.quite extensively for.vertical
.communication, equally as much as paper based
communications. Those who used AHI also had .'a broader base'.
of contacts'than4did those who did not use tIve-.6,5stem.

The data `analyzed hv'Conrath is certainly, not meant to
be representative of th6 communication activity of the
organization. However, it does provide some insightjnto
the way in,which,the System is beginning to have an impact
upon communicative be'havior. The study clearly deMonstrates
that it is being uselcfor the, purpose of interacting
vertically and horizontalj,v:in the organization. The fact

.
that,it,seems.to,have been selected in lieu of faCe-to-face
irfter4aetions, especially vertically indicates that it can
be us.ed'as a very personal interactive device. Whether it
retain the advantages -of face-to-face interaction is a
.questio for future research. It does offer many
advantag s, 'such as the },edording capability,-the ability to
reach throjPgh barriers to ordinary cOmmunication,.such as
the TeCTiver's absence and unavailability (especially
verticallvj, and the caPbility to immrdiately-transiit.

A str.ong recommendation is in order-based on.this cross
'section at a relatively,early stage in the development of a
fully augmented organization:that a follow-up study be ---,-
done Ln7A year est. s'6 to ascertain the differences in
communication batpenn and structure due too, expansion and a
higher level Qf experieno.4., Even though th'e communication
threshold casNit passed for a,significant number ,of
hiect, the significant level of communication activity

leads to tqe. prediction that a great ?change Will result over
a longer time Perld.

Interviews

Interviews were conductet at three time periods during
' the span. of,this 4udy', at the Out e of user training and
L'System implementation,,and duein the month that-fell three
'cuart,"Agi? throurth the span. '.7he primary purpose of this
technillie was to supplement the more close -ended techniques
by allowing_a maximum 'freedomof response. The details of
the protedure'.and the nuestions mostoftem asked are in
Anpendix-H. -

The.in.terval 'between interviews was relegated to a

.
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.,
minisMai role due to the problems associated with this',
method. Appointments were very- difficialt,tO/obtain With
.:ihterli.iewees, and 'peyiods of weeks could pads befoye'a
subject finally made himself available. This was coMpounded-
by:the schedules of the interviewers, both of whdm 'came in
frOm outside the organization to minimize interviewer
impoSed-hias. The results are interesting dye to points '

that are made. However, no analysis, beyond re rting ',and
'rellating them to similar findings through Other echnioues
is appropriate,

//
It was reported by one or more sub) t:t that addressing

and giving tide commands-is distracting. 'Many also .felt that
they do not-have enough time to _practice 'using the SitteT to,
achieVe some 1 el o orofibiency. This was cited as a

was compounded by a manual that was
difficult to understand. A table of procedure%sto follow
when difficulties arise would.be-most-helpful. In addition
to the:lack of user' aids in case of -trouble, the more
sophisticated commands are relatively difficult to learn.
Some felt that it was necessary to memorize the commands to
be free enough to concentrate on the text at hand. .A
dramatic-oroblem was that of losing'work or filee,,..br being
unable to access them, The terminal -was alsofa problem due
to confusion about the special function keys,'and-the
differences in conventions among the terminal:S.

major detractor. I

Many indicated a 'Preference for the old uays. A-s

Professionals, some indicated that secretaries should dq the
typinR, especially Tor the first draTt. A lack of
Proficiency at typing is certainly related to this, The
structure that the System offers.was viewed ais a bdrdeni
fOrmatting text hierarch'icallWreouired additional. time.
This was related t-O, not having a hardcopy to work -fpom.r-r

The most\important negative response throughaut'the
study concerned System availability, There were several
reasons_for'-this. Ear;ly during the period ,there werestOo
few terminals. Subseouently, there were too few -lines for
calling into the-SI/stern.. Consistently, there have teen.
humerop crashes reSUltinR in "down,- time', a.problegyttiat
remainev.

Down -time is-not limited to the System as a whole"- -
'terminals and ,nrinters also were reported -t6Technical problems associated with the use--of the orin'ter
.and .itsooeration were the inability to underline, and'-the
'lack of control aver what portiondpf a document it to he
nr.fhted.
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A Prqblem resulting from -the experimental nature of the
System was noted. Changes are made periodic in the :
commands and procedures for r-using AHI, many of w loh are ,:not'
announced or documented: This was'empha,Siied s ap
important change-that

`'N

should be''Mgde.

Ot er suggestions were that privady should be m e

secur for working documentation in the''SysteM. A hough a'

IIsubject was pleased w tn_t;he training period,: ini ial
sessionsshould:be limited to a smaller and.mor /manageable
set of command d. ,

. -

PositiV responses emphasized the.qommu tea ion
capabilty and movement-throUgh different fit .s. This-was a,

rt of:the potential that many.subjectseijort!ed later:
d ng the study period when two thirdsof the_users 'were
accomplishing "all" of tbdir work.onA.t,"FThey foundAnat
communicati,oh with per?6ns removed from the immediate

.

...

environment has increased. ),In particular, several persons
on the A.R.PA Network were contacted and profitable' results
occurred which wOu el- hot have Sheen possible. ,- s

1'

Most users reported .that they'could see the ,potential
for increased efriCiency. There were some-reports of ...

instan&es where the saving in time was Significant. Some-.
feltthat,there was a liberating effect 0- theirthinking-
nacilit'ating the restructuring of daily tasks so that they
could -he efri.ciently dealt with,/ The use of the. Imlac CRT
..display important, in positive perceptions, especially
for'edifi7 purpose-5. In general', the user population
became mare odsitive with experienCe, aad many of the
negative -domments were not repeated later in the study.

-
,

:t sectionSection will di uss,-summarize, and'''analyie
the results of "the, combined'methodological instruments, with
a synergvstiCbutCdMe -- providing additional'.insight into
the effect of this:advanced:computer system thrdugh the
interrelationships'and PatternS of the data.
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"Section VI
' SUMMARY AND.CONCLUSIONS

'This study reports.th'e findings encormasaing a seven
month Period- during .which the AHI Systeth was implemented,
Users were trained, numerousproblema we're encountered and
overcame, anA:the organization began to evolve toward an
Augmelited KnowLedge 'Workshop. In general the
sunodrted'the-hvpotheset. and documented the experiences in
this firstL:of,--1-kind; situation. -

to,

Discussion:of the Hypotheses

Overall,!tne study iscorisistent with the assumption
that thei"a Fguld.be psychometrically measurable effects on a.

.00nula'tion due to imnlementationof the System. It was
imnlicit,that theae effect'S woUld be..of,a:behaviocal or
Psychological nature, and they Were'. ',However, the
Urectness ,of the subjective measures -does not permit
Todnclusions of amore profound,. philosophical nature.
SPb,leptS were Commandeered as observers of their own,

avior, the depth ot which is denpAent upon their level
foonaciousneSs; apd limited to the'more practical-asPeCts

of4Ipact. The aublects' did:consider the pragmatic:
characteristics of the .new tool,'but the philosophical-
imnlications, viewed from this precipice'of societal
evoiution,'remained obscured. beneathathe humdrum and flurry
of pedeatriant activity.

More indirecct probes were not feasible in the
-non-laboratory_environment-mith limited resources. The
Organ4Zational Climate Index wasoriginally intended to
ascertiain the subtPe affective\and perceptualfluctuations
that sOuld"aboear'if I'mareprbfound transforthationNerp'to'
ocnur, i.e along the lines that Marshall- Mcluhah-7
.introduced concerning mass media.. The, instability of the
oraanization,t:he methodology itself, and the continual
compressicher. oc,the u tirWpckiod.d\y' to technical
difficulties, limitedthisAeChnigue to general population
_escrinfion. TheOCA,c4was the only .avaJelable indirect
instrumnt tqAt thliteratyre,search revealed and there

e were no instruments .th were adepUately destgned. The
general attitbde nuest onnaire:("T").diti notydetectArdeeper
changes in he'ettitU inal structures which were expected to
caule a.shift'in-the verall perception of,the techffological

..coftcepts. ,(see heloi

,Akhoughsa less.than desired amount of light was shed

..
,
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upon the thtOretical implications of. this extraordinari
technolo-gy, more was uncovered about' the hynothesizeifoyert
behavioral changes than was ant4cinat0d.. y

SA.011(
7 se

,

Hypothesis .: Effects on tl,ke -Individual ---
\ '

1 m 4

As by hesited, the..cYcleof events to-.produce written
documentation gained flexibilty and was more timely:
Increased efficiency permitted theAndiVidual to 'exercise
more-control over the de'relopment of his oWn'ideas on PaPe.'
and ,alsO to'..beirore responStve to the formats and ,

reouireMents imoOsed unon him. The, facts that one person. -wads'
able.to complete the entire process gfpublishin%,a .

technical naner, from Original idea's' to typewritten
document, dramatically illustrates the'imnact on routine job
\behaviors% ,I

\ That we will ever be.able to say that a person was more
creative due to some variable, with the confidenceof an
engineer for example, remains nuestionable. Howeyer'in
this base the subjects did state that their thinking was
enhanced, that the structure added a new dimens.fon to their
thinking, and'that.the System nroyfded mnemonic-assistance.
Limitationswere more likely to bp endounterad.at the
interface hetween the augmented and non-augmented "worlds
which were not ready to'accent new ways of representing
conceptual relationshns'on pa'ner. The interface limitation-

..., will diminish in magnitude,' but It is representative of the'
greatest obstacle this technology faces: 'natural human
intransigence.

Hyrothesis Two-:!zFffect an Groups

As with the hynothesiiedeffe6t on 'the individual, the
riffect on the commun.icatdon'amOrk individuals "was identifies
de facto,, but the idertification of better decisions, .and
nualitatiye imnlioations in Reneral, remains elusive. While
future researchers mill wrestle Vith this mefhOdological
orohlem, we were able to clearly Show'behayioralcbanRes,
not only by subjective jud,geMent and obSeryatio9w but by
countina and oiassif;vinF= comm%vnicattve ttranSacy.ons. The
System was used, did grow into an interaction network
that rivaled the traditional networks, and it did Postiyely D

. aCett attitu0",. The*Armmented-KnoWledge Worker evinlyed'
manifesting a deoendence toetnolRy, a systematic
level-ooment.trmethOds form,' 1. the System, and a social
-milieu focuskd through the'Sv..t,em e Knowledge Workshop.
The beginnings of a knowledge ,0now were det. table as
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AKWq were ret:ognized for accomplishing kr) wledge work where
they would not have been, and basic wor no information was
inereasleigly handled via the System, as Engelbart predicted
.(see Section 1, p.31).4'

r

Hyaothesis Three: 'EffeCt on the Organization '

Ha ing show%that, communication channels were rerouted
throug the System., .and that this was perceived as
ancep9 -`)among groups as an intearated social phenonmenon,
little more is necessary to devanstrate effect on the
organization. Indeed, vertical communication was
fa,ciliatd, and inasmuch as thd nerwous system of an
brganization is communication arming th constituents, the
orgarTizatidnal Gestalt must have excerThnaed growth.
Management din exercise control in the cybernetic s..ense,
tITrOugh the System of its awn volAtion, and likewise, did
receive feetiback.'

It was demonstrated that smaller organizational units,
orga6izations in' themselves, can accomplish the major
portion of their business through AHI, with.the aura of an
Augmented Workshop expanding vertically throLigh four leVels
of management. BUt, nualitative implications, no matter how
indir-ec-e, were not derivable to show the appearance of open'
Management technioues with or without a foss of efficiency.
rollow-on studies of this organization may conceivablvshow

amore onen vertical communication in comparison to this_data;
however, the methodological ,,roadblock remains: measurement*
of the efficiency of management. I isanalogaus to:**
iden'tifying le.kdership traitT7Thild ch other things which
are k function of indiV al style.

This study encrohed upon a most demaWng qusstion-,
facing students of organizational behay.ior: which of the
two forces that corq.prise an organization, the individual
personalities, or the structurally imbedded operations,. the
"system", .ane more Powerful? AHI has,been demonstrated to
he, as .1minimPum, a tool for accomplishing the _imbedded
operations of an organization. But, in relation to all
ether variables, individual personalities a'ppear7to he
resnonsihle for the nrenanderahce of influeeie on thedeg'ree.
to which nositive'e feats can be realized.

Individual Differences.

The consistency. of the data across the Aifferent. tests,
-nuestionhes, and observRtions fOr individual -At-bjects wa-s
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of major methodological importance. . It also highlights the
individual differences variable. An examination of the
population profile, both job task t1ype and the demographic
.factors (see Anderldix A), and the System user' s scores (see,
Appendix J) did not reveal any relationshipP

It was pxpected that' age, technical specialty, job
tasks, and other factors would be associ h a n
set of responses, for example. Although the popu ation Size
is small, we can he reasonably .certain that the population
characteristics did not influence the adceptace and
'Utilizstion of the technology. The Question, remains, why do
the differences detected ,appear between subjects? The only
remaining factor, responsible for score differences of up to
three standard deviations, ai)pearS to be individual
difference.

The -°administration of 'a, pepsOnality inventory was
_,Jns.idered .however; the resistance of the
popul ation to such a test made it Prohibitive. The

- Activities Index- (Stern, 10ft) ts 'an -instrument that
poteAtItiallv could be -early in the evolution of a
15orkshon for 'latpn comparison with the acceptance and
utilization of the Systen for each subject. The strong
force that individual personality rebresents is a delicate
area 'Of' ihveStjer.ation, but one- thbt must be explored if he

System is to he ° in ti.rjected" into a working env ironmentS.
with a r .sonatIsPiement :of predicted, succets. The

economjs:-.. computer augmentationtflay encourage the
utili2ati60 pensonality testing as .a prereauisite for'
implem'enta-ti

Effect General. AttitINN Toward thv Technology

The tes instruMent designed to detect tyle more covert
effects tn were hypothesized ,appears to be inval id', an

imnortah methodlocrical finding. Therse was no significant
differe .ebetween the mean attittMe of the groups toward
the R eral technoldpgv. However, .all other findings
Strongly Support monclusions 'about effects. Therefore, it
must he concluded that the test instrument was not sensitive
to the effects of the AH/ System on this 'small samble . It

indicates that measuring the attitude toward a general
technology may not tie a reliable method of ascertaining the

specific effects on a -small nopulation. The consistency, .

between the behavior and the responses to the other
instruments did; however, pOint, toward strong reactios 'to

specific aspects of the System.
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The Progression Toward Augmentation

There were numerous findings conlgrning the process of
. evolution tow d'full augmentation, which was reached by

.

aprpximatelY 2 percent of the user population at the lime
this study was concluded.

1..%*

great deasl, of inerlia favoring retention of the
current modus opera di was found. The routi'he work Methods
were ingralned to the habit level , and required some
extinction and adaptation during the learning process%
This, totaled with usual "re ection phenomenon," could
have transi ion ,mentation; however, it wasea

l

,pOssible to overcome t ese obst cles in, this working
'

environment.

Thresholds were discovered yat must also.be, assed
dur4g thpe individual's evolution. Initially, a s o
tenden"cy tp use the System as an automatic typewriter for

,,Aext.editing was observed for most subjects. After
attaining ,a certin level of usage and profiCiencY, subjects

. 'crossed ehe threshold to usage for on-line composition.

' A- marked psychomotor development, System transparency,
was concommitant with 'on -line. oomposieion. Subsequent to
this.develoOMent,t.a threshold In the learnihg process', the
individual dealt with the material an' content at hand not
burdenel,with the {istracting thoughts bout procedure and
System operation. This tended to free h ntaneous,
creative work while the rules of operation and syntax
remaohinedsubliml4nal,in a way analogous to the use of
lahquarre ih conversation . It was noted that the command
languege is particularly suited to this due to its
similarity to natural 'language. Prior to passing through /
thiethreshold, subjects would report a considerable loss of
efficiency. When the threshold was,paSsed, it was found
that-the hypothesized effects were realized for a majority,
of the po6ulation.#

The .individuals reported .And demonstrated inceeased
effectiveness'. Effectiveness incYudeS an-increase in
Ifficiencvl. which was reported'as a reduction. ,zin throughput
time In this context.' 'Eowever, there was no increase in
quality based on subject judgments. Neither was there a
laSs in auality. The particular test items,--Which reauired
that the'' individual evaluate his'own. Work, are Probably not
1 valid indicator. A more indirect instrument, such as a
semantic differential, should be considered for future
investigalions where quality is of interest.
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The display subsystem was found to be more dfsirable
..9n the teletynewriter subsystem.' Certain individuals
found that it was vastly. more effective; and there as some
feelinc that full augmentation could be realized ortly
through the display subsystem. Its power should be
available to all, users, and it may' actually be easier to
learn as indicated by the few subjects who learned tofuse
the display subsystem ly.

Proficiency was foun to be afunction of intensity of.k
use, rather than long evit with the System. All Persons
motivated to maintain a r gular intensity -of use were able
to become proficient' regardless of aptitude or experience.
Intensity was necessary to retain skill as well. The
proficiency test also showed that an alternative editing
technique was more effective: -execute edit. IF fclepcy
was closely associated with the learning thr olde to \more
sophistibated augmentation, positive perceptions of the\ -

L1

System, and the amount of communicatio.n. facility usage.

Effects 'on -Communication

he communication facilities were used with'increasing
.

intensity throughout the study'period._ Of these, Send
Message was used most extensively, t Journal a close
second, and shared files,and linking we used relatively
little.' The Journal was not used 'or dial e support but
,rather serVed to send documentation and.messag The
bositive responses about the effectiveness of the--..-----
-ummuntcation facilities corresponded to higher use levels.

AHI did enhanpe'team activities around acoMmon task;
however, it did n!t affect 'intergroup communication,.or
engender any positive trend toward more ideal group"
dynamics. Communication through the System was dependent

; upon need, Much as it is through traditional channels. The
scope of the on-line community was important -- a subset Of
the pCbulation did not have as large a group df on-line
riocipients as others. SoMe ommunication increase among
Peers was related to the "co mom enemy" problem, i.e. the

`.vstem was a,phallenge to al users generating discussio
about common problems.

Some. channels were opened with persons who otherw.i
would not have been contacted. The System provide, the
.informational incentive and made the contact possible. AKWs
in general were found to have a broader base of contacts and
more timely transactions than the control group.
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'Recommendations for AugMentation

The more practical findings provided the basis for
establishing certain prerequisites that seem necessary for
the individual' to begin to become an Augmented Knowledge
Worker. The prerequisites are based. primarily on subject
responses, the proficiency exercise, and obServation of
behIviors. It.is recorirnended that they be met whenever
comput,pr systems are to be employed fdr, the daily
-ccoMplishment oftiknowledge woMk.

The necessary hardware 'Must be avaiable and'in
dependable operation, The lack of this had a negative'
effectlon those who were trying to learn, under pressure,
and paFticularly those manifesting an attitude below thb
mean." In a minority of case 4 this had a strong, deleterAbus
effect. The unavailability 4e -terminals and the ino perative
printer were cited most often as negative factors. SysteM
down-time reMained,a malor obstacle throl4ghout the period,
eveh.though down-time is cha,r4acteristi-c4of experlmental
systems. At least every effort must be made toward System
availability at predetermined times.

Introductory and self explanatory 'documentation is
necessary.- The lack of a reference manual and a "what to do
in case of" trouble manual posed significant problems
initially. The number and variety of/operational
difficulties and failures require that an extensive .

reference manual be made available at.the outset of, usage.
Many of these problems, it should be noted, were with the
ARPA Network and involve retiining.a connection to the
System mainframe.

Training could_help solve this problem and could
'relieve much of the initial frustration that was noted.
Supported by reference materials, small classes, and a
structured course, training could speed the individual's
Progress. It was found that highlymotivated subjects could
learn with minimal training; however, the negative reactions
of others were prohibitive in some cases.

tO Training must include some indectrination'a6out.the
p,urpose and' definition of the System. It was found that a
minority of the subjects understood the concept of full
augmentation, which appears to be necessary to realize the
full System potential for any individual. Experience with
previous computer technology interfered with this
understanding, limiting usage to text editing in. some

-subjects%
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It was demonstrated that consistent effort ip required
to become proficient on a basic level'. Those subjects who
had lapses ii use exceeding a week were markedly less
proficient than subjects,, with similar "lon tensity". Some .

of this problem youldf6e alleviated by all tine a specific
daily time period for practice,

. ) ,

. .

4 The.sphere of available support personnel for the ,

individual was found to be very influential. For
indiyidua.ls who responded most positively, this' was" to
he somposed of managers also who were users, and people to
help, advise, console, inform, repair,.maintain, etc.
Positions should be established to ensure that persons are

Nresponiible for the hardware, software, and training, .

particUlarly.keeping users informed about changes in command
lancivace and other operating functions.

!

Standard operating procedures were found to be'
necessary to .establish what tasks should be done on tht
System, and the structure and methods for accomplishing
these. tasks. Additional research will probably be necessary
to establish these procedures and adewer some of the,
auestions.raised-.)

ReCommendations fpr FUrther Research

4 There is a high probability that attitude will be an
Wicator of Sy,Stem effectiveness, for a prospective
individual user. Those Subjects whose responses to
questions about effectiveness, anticipated attitude and
retrospective attitude wee significantly below the mean,
_Leo did below average on the profSigiencY test (see Appendix

"J). -Although it was notistatidticany significant, "the
general attitude, toward the tedhnology was also lower 'for
these subjects and for those who were scheduled to be users
but never initiated use 'beyond the training sessions. Thus,
attitude pretesting as well as testing individual
differences (discusse.d above) could conceivably be employed

reauirements analysp to determine AHI's applicability
in another er7ironment.

Personalities are such a significant factor in System
Use, as discussed above, that extensive inkrestigation '

correlating personality with System utility would be.of
great value. In this specific case, the OCI should be given
in one to two years to ascertain the effects on
organizational climate, which-is based.ori aggregate
interactions of personalities and their environment. It
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should be noted that it is not necessary to compile data on
individuals if this is offeasiVe.

. 4
The-CommunicatiOn Tally analysis should definitely be

ostteste.d. The time frame should be similar to that. for
he OCI; Vbweer, it is necessary that the entire, expanded
ovulation passe the communication;_ threshold'. It i§ at this
n int, where the individual has experinced on-line
c mpositibm,'System transparency; and has a substantial
on line, community, that'we can luantify his communicative
be avior with valid results. TO wit, the examthation would
he f the true AKW.

,
OvervfeW-

Thernualitatire aspects of the hypothesized effects
mere not- entirely substantiated; howtverwithty may be with
,..tional time, methodological research, and System

developments. As this study shows, the population
experienced an unprecedented flexibility and involvement
with textual' information through the utilization of powerful
augmentation tools.

4 1.!

The tools faci itated the construction O'foa dynamic
informtion space w ich was sha'r'ed with the on-line,
community: The CaMmUnisha'r'edat-ion tacilities-were employed-to
create ne4:patt rns-Of comunication,that would not have
been attained rough aloterTrate means. The resultane,.
documented team coliaboration,extended to the organization.
Ve.rtioal communication was modified, as new channels were
opened andTot.mal_Channels were altered from the traditional
patterns.

The subjects' experience was analogous to_traveling
through the dynamically structured information space of a

geographically d'istributed community of knowledge workers.
with such rapidity and easelthat,it was almost addictive..
The drptimac.changes in the work methods and communication
within this , population, in the'time span of seven months,
indicates that Peter Drucker's "knowledge revolution" will
arise from the use of systems such as AHI. At least for a
-population of goverKlent scientific and engineering .

A

personnel, AHI's Potential is beginning to be realized as
that which ies designersat SRL.intended: a revolution in

'the communication process" in the broadest.sepse.'
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APPENDIX A

POPULATI-ON PROFILE DATA

SUBJECTS JOB. TASKS*
S 1 2 34'. 5 6

USERS 1

1 0 10 0 0' 10
-2 0 50 20 0 5
3 0 0 0 0 '20
14 5 15 20 Q 15
5. 20 5 . '20 5 10 5 5
6 0 45..'12 113 '10 2 0

p1.0 70 5 0 5 . 5 0
8( 50 5 10 0 5 '5 0

0 0 0 20 ,0 0 0

DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS
9 10. SER AGE, POST 'RANK

5 55 10 10
0 0 5 20
0 30 50 0
5 25 0 15

USERS 2
10 0 10 .,65 '5 3
11 0 '15. 25 20 3
1'2 60 20 0 0 0
13 25 25 10 10
14 15 45 5
15 0 ;20 40 0 10
16 5 5 10 0 20
17. 50 10 10 10 5
18 10 2 2 10 1

37, 0 10 10 .10 .
10 10. 0 36

. 0 0 0 0

NON-USERS 1-`
19 29 15 15 °'3 .0.: 5 1,'6
20 -.10-4-6; 10 0 5 0: 5 10
21 29 5 15 5 5 54. 20 1

,,22 20 5 .5 8 1 40 15.
23 25, 4 1 25. 0 5
24 3 .614 O. 0 2 0 0 1

E5. 60. 5 .0 20 0 0 5
26 10 -" 20 1 10 5 0 . ,

27.55 1 1 20 1 5 I. 1

0 20 42 AISSEGCHF 14
0 8 29r EE 1.1

0 23 45r PRGADM 11
0 214 47' 'PHYSCI 14

5 20 5 6 314 EE
1 25 11 31.; EE 12
0 5 0' 17 37 EE 13
5 20. 0 ,6 29 EE CART
30 0 50 14 43 CLKTYP 14

5 0 a 0 12 0 15 38
2 5 /15 '10 5 6 .29
5 .0 5 10 0 11 35
5' 0 5 10 0 7 29
5 p ,5 5 0 3 25
5 5' 5 10 5 12 33
14 35 1 20 ,0, 29 51
5 0 0 10 .0 27_ 55
1 0 1 72 25
10- 10 10 30 0 23 514

0 40 0 '5 0 20 43
9q 5 5 0 20 55

4KW EV/aluation\

EE 13
PSYC CAPT.
RESPHY 12
EE 12
EE 9

YEE 13
BRCHF 15
RESPHY 12
EE 9
PSYCH 114

.-.DCHF COL
044 PC313

25 0 -18 140 tIA'61.

20' 0 ,6 28 EE ,12

V,15 0 15 141 RESPHY 12
5' '0 28 47 SECC'HF 114

40 0 11 33 ARCH MAJ
30 0 2 2/4 PRENG LT.2
10 0 '

'
12 EE 1.2

5 ..- 5 .12 35 EE 12
10 5 16 38 MATH 12

9 9 .
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\ NON ERS 2
28 0 15 .10 40 5 1. 0 2 5 2 16 39 EE 13
29 0 '0 10 40 5 1 .0 2---; . 5 2 21 45 MATH 13
30
\I.'

10
20

35,
10

0
10

10
20

5
0

0
0

0
10

40
10

0
20

0
0

2 9
45

EE CAPT
Plilk 13 I.

32 13 2 20 0 15 0 20 5. 25 "0 13 38 SPH 13
33
34

50
0 40

0
15

15
5

0
.10

0
5

0
0

15
0

20
40

0
.5

2
11

26
34

,NG SGT
E 13

35 10 20 25 .0 5 -0 0 5 30 5 8 56 gE LT1
36 0 0 0 5 15 0 0 20 0- . 0- 11 33 CLAM 3
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SERV government'serYice time)in Years.'
RANK = Civil q'A.14icelevel or" `rank if military
.POST. t POsiti n if a. manalc, or specialty if technics

EE.: Eleotr .al Engineer
,PHYSC = Ph sical Scientiit
RESPR = R search .Phvsibist
CLKTyP =/Clerok Typist
PRENG -/Prole6t Engineer
PSYC Psyphologist .

PHYS = Physical Scientist
PR DM = ProgrAm_Administrator
A. Assistant Engineer
TH = Mathematician '

1<4

/DCHF = Division Chief.
PRCH = Branch Chief
SECCH = Section ChieP

-.AGE in years
x.

*Job Task Tyne (.z.eneal categories of job activities tha
are accoqpshed by , "the nonulation):

1 = Programming
2 r. Pro4ect enginering, including:
coltra6t paperwork (i rms memos, etc.),.
rev'iewing proposals an reports

3 Writing plans and/or reports
4 = Software onerstion (i cl. -evaluation, debugging of
sroftware
.ackages)
= Briefings

6 = Demonstration of system
7 r. mRnaginq .Ahe personne
8 = Administrativ paperwor

Study, ')review of the st te-of-vne-,art, reading,
literstur

etc.
10 = Secretariallwork
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,1?

Instrtictions: P ace a, pencil mark in, the .Place o
/answer :sheet that mest-accuritely rlebresenta: Y
positi n. .'Pyease answer ALL _questions. '

1. In gene automation:_ a' gob& t

AP0q4diX
e

ude Questionna-ire (T)

(a), atran lit agree-

7(c)
'disagree

..
,(d) strongl gidite.ee

.:

2. AUt6mated lib.rarle0 are extremely uset 1 because of
the information explosion today.

-.

(b) agree-

r

(a) strongly agree (b) agree
(c) -disagree (d) strongly disagree

.3i. _A compUCer ,base library for retrieving ill
information that; I use in my daily activities would pe

. a useful aiA to Mme.

()
(c.)

strong]: aqr,ee
disagree.

agrde
strongly disagree

. I do. not enjoy working ,tlfh computers.

(a) atrongly agrde. (0. agree ,

c) disagree ,'': .. ,(d) strongly ,disagree

5. I would trust compeller Storage of p perwOr
that I use daliY.

. 6
( a )- strdhgly agree- (b) agree
(c) .disagree (d) strongly disagree

6. ,In general, Computer are. reliable:\

(al str4o1 ig7tly agree (b) agr9/e
(c) disagree (d) strongly disagree

7. Computers can save a lot of personnel time when
applied to daily work.

.

(a) strongly agree (b) agree
tr -

-(c) disagree . (d) strongly disagree.

8. If a program mere written an deplOyed to handle. my
..aily .Paperwork i\t would be of t emen'dous advaRtage.

;
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(a) a 'stronig],y agree
(c) a disagree

agree
strongly disagree.

'9. Privacy/cannot be maintained for information stored
yn computers.

(a) strongly arrree (b) agree ,

(c) disagree (d) strongly disagree

10.. I would pot be bothered by a lack of privacy if I
. used a computer for all my daily Paperwork (i.e. :my

fellow workers would have access to all my written
work).

(a) strongly agree '(b) agree
(e) disagree (d) strongly disagree

11. I would not mind entering all my written work into
a computer system foe future use,by myself and access
by all other persons usinly the System.

(a) strongly agree (b) agree
(c) disagree ! -

(d) strongly diSagree
i.,

iz. ,I think, that handWriting work for typing or for my
own personal use on the...job is a primitive method of
doing, things. .

(s),. strongly agree' (10 agree
Cc) disagree '(d) strongly disagree

13. I would find it advanta ., ous to he able to store
. and then retrieve for future e, Paperwork and other

written material of routine value tq me.
(A) strongly agree '(b) agree _

(o) ciisarrree (d) strongly, disagree

14. 'A software system that would esse tie ly replace
the paperwork activkties of my'etecretary would of be a.
significant improvement over, the present situa ion.

(a) strongly agree (b) ,agree
( ) disagree (d) strongly dissagree.

15. Typi _ my. ,own:paperwork 'irito, a' computer, system
would both me.,

(a) strongly
disagree

Bair: AKW.Evaluation
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16.''Compute s are excellent for programming and.
subsequent ocessing of prOgramt

(a) s agree (b) agree ,

(c) d sagree (d) -strongly disagree

17. 'Comput rs'are excellent-for loading, storing, and
maniOulatin textual information (eg: letters,, plans,
reports; et '1

.(a) trorigiy agree (b) agree
(c) isgree (d) strongly disagree

18. Comma er technolOgy.i6 notata point where it can
Provide a ervice to non - programming pertonnel through
the use o online terminals.

(a) :s4tongly agree
x

(b)l.agree--,
/ -.(c) disa0ee - (d) fstrongly_disagree'

19, Thin ing could be aided through' the use of an
on-line mputer syste given the appropriate software.

(a)
(c)

strongly wee
disagree

(b) Agree .

(d) strongly disagree

20. A computer system that was installed here to'be
used in pla0- of pencil and paper.would receive
excellent acceptance.

') "(a) strongly agree (b) agree
(e) disagree (0 strongly disagree. ,

21. Theaverage'Person does not have tO.elpatience to
use a computer O.'Nkccomplish jobs that have due dates.

(a) strongly agree (b) agree .

. (c) disagree', ,(d) str gly disagree

122, Most rt in the Operation and se vice of
'on-line system are due it9 human error.

I

(a) strongly agree (b) agree
(c) disagree (d)_strangly disagree

23. A person must have a sound batic undestanding\of
comouters to use even the most elementar!rprogram.with'
success.

1.

-
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(.a)'-;stronglY agreed
't(c),, disagree

(b) agree
(d) 1:strongly disagree

3 thinkit-isMdch better to enter text into-a
computer' where it would be avail46le for revision
rather than having a secretary type'a new copy every
time revisions arermade--.----

1,4)-Jstrongly (b); .agree
(c)- disgree (d) strongly disagree

. 25. Using a computer as:the medium through which to
interact during. :conferences would hot be an advantage.
over direct interaction without computer assistance.

(a) strongly agree agi4e.'

(c) {d)' strongly disagree

26.. Having awmppter terminal at.my desk for use at
my convenience would b.e tremendous..

(a) strongly'agree (0
,

(c) . disagree (d)

.27. . Text edi't'ing is an excellerit
computer technology.

. ,

P(a) strongly agree (b) Nagree
(c) disagree (d) strongly. disgree

28". With the. great complexity of problems today the
1 decision, maker could well uae a computer (appropriately
Programmed) to present his thoughts to others.

(a) strongly agree (0' ag ee
(c)-. disagree (d) stro gly disagree.

29. Meetings would be greatly facilitat byhaving an
agenda displayedion:a TV-like on-line term nal.

agree
stro y

/

disagree

applicaion Of

a)
(c)

strongly agree
Osagree

(b) agree
-(d) 'strongly disagree

30. Using.a TV-like terminal as a "blackboard with
memory" dUring meetirks would increase the produlklvity -

of the meeting significantly.

(a) strongly agree
(c) disagree-

(b)

(d)
agree
strongly disagree
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4,tendix y. //

Confeent 4eaionnaire 'and percentage istributions)

4diSTIONV IRE.(m(r)-ON THE USE OF THE AU 4ENT D 1-1MAN
SYSTEM.0 We'need to kntow your speci c opinion f

A,H17.talj 1.0 us, determine its effectiven T y.to allow
for-the fact. that the System has been experimem al and. will
not be ome a ervice.until the Fa 1-,when the Utlityis
availa le.

.

2,1''..01S,TBUCTIONS; Please rate the app opriateness-/aorrectnesa,
..ofeach atate ent by selecting the best answer and marking
it, Fith'penci on the ahswer sheet provided. Answer: ALLdye Lions. C mmehts on paCh of thquestions are Welcome:

/
The AHI. System ia everything It as supbosed to be

6,, .fr 35 53.
. , 6

agree (c) neutral- (d). disagree.tronstly
acme&

le) stranety
disagree

The mope: I. the AHI System:the.. more
,-

-3.5. '53 23.5 i.
.Y.(a) strongly .(b):ab,ree (c) neutrdl *(d)--dis

agree
0

:(b) strongly.
.'-disagree

,

like it.

/

'3. The jtota throughput time'for my typing. (time to. final
COW' is zuh.at n,t.tiallyleas with the sytem (given
everything is running)... .

. ,

12 5,3/ 17..5 17.5a) strongly` (b) agree (c) neutral (d) disagree . I ,agree
0

(e), strongly
t

4. ha ed -and paper-mtch less sinbe I learned
'how to the AHT System.

fair: AFW Evaluataon



? ,
.s ,

6' 47 2.9 . 18

( ).='-stizongly (h) agree (c) neutral (d) disagree
agNe
0 ,..

*',/,

e) strongly
4isagres

The onlY reason I would not use the' :AHI System\is

because.I do not have material to be written/prepared.

0 29 18 47

(a) strongly (190) /agree (c) neutral .(d) disagreeagree
6

,(e) strongly
jlisagree.

6. Chelieve.that my work is of hig.r cuality\han it was

Prior to the inStallatibn of the AHI System.

18 6 .46 ?.6. 0
0

(07 strongly (b.) agree (c) -neutral P,:r.,(4).01pagpee

0

(e) strongly .

disagree '

7. I think I am more efficient-and _therefore accomplish
more in the same period of time than I did before` the
,System was installed. a

18 29 .
18: 74

(a) strongly, (be) agree- (c) neutral (d) disagree.
agree
0

(e) strongly
disagree

8. 'My experience has been 4imited so far, butI expect that
my opinion, will be more positive with additional usage,

18 ' 53 23

( a ) strongly. ( b ) agree ( )-neutral Ad)
agree
0

(e) strongly
disagree

Bair: 'AKW Evaluation
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The AHI sySteM is an advance in the state -of -the -art.

18 ,) . 59 23 0

(a) stroinglY (b) agree (d). neutral ,( ) disagree
'.agree ,

'0 .

(e). strongly
lisagree ,/

10. I think.AHI.wil,l-iMproye my effectiveness in almost
everything I 'do that is Job, related.

_ -

6
. - 41 / 41 12

(a). strongly .(b) agree *) neutral disagree
agree

(e) strongly,
disagree

11. It As unnessary to. write out anything when the AHI
system is availableexcept forkthiPes' like routine fdrms.

29 24 47
(a) strongly (b) agree (c) neutral (d) disagree

agree
0

(e) strongly
\ disagree

°

12 AHI will result in increased effectiveneds for anyone
who uses it to accomplish his- paperwork activities.

6 53 , 29 12,

(a) trongly (c)). agree --(c) neutral (d),idisagree
eree

.(e) s.rongly.
disagree

1 .

13. A ter a reasonable amount of training the alterage
parson an use AHI with relatiVe ease. ,

18 . 70 6

(a)' strop ()) agree (c) neutral (d) disagree
agree
0

(e) strong
disagre

Bair: AKW Eva uation
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14'. The 'system is effeCtive f r all the kinds of tasks I

perform 'on the. job..

0 - ..44' 29 24 _41

(aistrOnRly (b) agree : (c) neutral Ad) disagree
agree
6

(e) strongly ..

disagree 4- ...

15. AHI enhances lny ability to think about the Written work

I am doing on the system.
t,

12 47
(a) strongly (b) agree

agree
0

(e) strongly
disagree.

16. File shiring.(reading and/or writing
is an effective way Of keeping informed.

41 ., 47 12 0

(a) strongly (b) agree (c) neutral ,(d) disagree

23- 18
(c) neutral (0),disagree

on others .files)

agree
. 0.

(e) strongly;
dIsagree..

The Send Message feature has been a useful
communicating with-other users.

18 29 47

(a) strongly (b) agree (t) neutral (-ci)

agree
0.

(e) ,stropely
.drsagree

,18. I have been able -to interact with other: users more
read it y., despite geograplyical distance in some cases- -

18 18 .53

(-a4 sthon.Rly (b), agree (c) neutral
agree
0

(e) stz nRly
d' gree

tool far
...,

Bair: AKW Evaluation
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19. Better training and/or trai
improved my opiniOn about AHI.

24/ 53
(a) strongly (b).agree

-gree
0 ,

(e)NetronglY
, disagree

atqrials would have

18 "; 6

('c) neu On, disagree.
rtf

)

INSTRUCTIONS: Please 4elect orr prd
mark it on the answer sheet.

,p1

yo a' f20. Which tdrminal device d
use?

41 47
*(e) execuport (b.) 1MLAC CRT. (c) IBM.Selectric.
(0 teletype (0, other--specifiy

/
e the.beSt answer and

d the m15.st effective

, /

21. What Percentae or the time is'a terminal available for
use?

53 . 6.

'(a) '8,0-1.00% ,(b) 60-79%
18

(e) lens than 26%

12 12
40-59%. (d) 20

,

.What percentaee at the time:is tt'idAHI,system avail'abe
for use to you if all hardware is up?

,. 24 18 , 12
. (a) 80-100% (h) .60-79%. .(c) 40:-59%, (d)'20-3.9%

6

(e) less than 20%
,

23. How many hours a day on,the average do you use the AHI
System?' -

, 29 29 ... 24 18
(a) less than 1 (b) 1-2 hrs (c) 2=3 hrs (d) 3-4. hrs

.

(e) more Phan 4 hrs

Bair: AKW Evaluation
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Appendix G

Proficiency Exercise (Trip),

JSTRUCTIONS: 'We would likelou to create a file-
called EXERCISE, Ztpy all of the file called copy from the
RADC:directery Into it, and then, edit it to look like Ihe
clean version that follows. At the same time:we would Tike
te,have-you answer the edestions teat rare posed. Wherever .
Ouestion larks the' appropriate number for
.you. Where.dashes'occur,-- substitute an X for 'the, set that
.best inditates how yod fel: Thank you for our, 1.

cooperation. As. soon as you begUl-rtype a control T,t6
'srecord the' computer time. on yourAl addition.to
the clock time thaC4oU record manualry)....

To ace rately record the time necessary to-complete the
entire exert se, type a "control -T" before ydu create the
EXERCISE file and 'after youcomplete the cast exercise-item.

.

We, would ike to know what commands and procedures
People are usi e to apcomplish tasks'llke.this exercise.
This will help s in the training,, sessions for the next
group as well as Rive us some ins ght into what parts of the
,A I lane Uage you are the:Mo.st to fortable with. To aid us i

i this please elve-yedn .Elteedoert'hardcopy of this exercide
to either Bair or

re 'UNEDITED TEXT that is in (RADC,COPY,):

We would like ya to do some spAeific'thines with the
following information to see how efficiently ya ooerate in
the phi system. i .hope the instructions are.sufficiently
clear 'so ya wili,have no difficulty inunderstanding what yam
are to do. this exercise was gexdtried on the
eXeouportterm.inai. There are no ebrrecCanswers to any ef.
the .questions, hUt we do :to want get yar:general feelings-.
try and wrok as rapidly as is comfortable for ya. if ya
have time interruptions please not they.... (Continue to read
the instructions, then come back-and replace the dashes with-- -
an X at the.aotropriate answer.)

I have been using_tpe ahi.system for OMR M6rItjlte

Bair: AKW Evaluation Page 107



wheni'am writing or editing a manuscript i feel very 1
comfortable Wit the ahi langua0.

-.6stronelY agree --agree -;-neutral --disagree .

strongly disc ree.L
. /

the 01 system is hlpfUl in,loyeveryday mor

--"stronkly --neutral---disagree
-- strongly.

why ?.

tim started (?)

time cpmpleted (?)

'CLEAN VERSION:

----- . ..... ...
We Would/like you to clO some specific thing. ith the

following:information to. /see how efficiently you operate in
the AHI system. I hOoe the instructions are sufficiently
bclear.. go 'you will have no difficulty in understanding what-

. vo are 'to do.
-

:ThisexerciSewaS generated on an exeCuportterminal..
There are no correct answers to any of the oueations, .but, -we

..sto.want. to get:lour general. feelings. Try and work'as
raitddly as comfortable for you If you have
time-ihterruPtions:PleaSe note theta.

, .

s n. d: (1)

T have :been using the CHI system for m months..

When-I a writing or editing a manuscript I feel
comfertabre wit the AHI 'command language.

eree -agree -- neutral ,-(-disagree
--strongly disag ee.

The" AHI system is helpful in my everyday work:

7,:strongly agre .-agree:--neutral --disagree
%

--Flair : AKW Evaluation
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w.

Time completed: 0)

FURTHER INSTRITIONS:

Nolifind out pho is on the system, link to either.Bair.,
Stone, Kennedy .or Men-amara and ask theM for some relevant
nformation (time, when is next meeting, etc.).

Now send the completed le to Bair sing the Jourrial
ystem.

Send a message to Bair stating that yo have'finished
the exercise and are sending him the complet d via_the
-JO rnal System.

THAT'S IT!!!! YOU HAVE JUST. STRUCK ANOTH'R BLOW FOR4'-

Bair' AKild Evaluat
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Appendix H

Interview Procedures
(-

ubjects' imprestions of 4e.AHISyStem were obtained
through. unstructured interview rof trained users. The
situation ,was informal' and iot rviewing took place at each`
subject's desk.

The interViewer's introduction was brief. Subjificts

were told that their impressions of AHI were going to be
recorded, as would, later impressions, in order 't6 help
establish' the effect of AHI. Subjects understood t at ali
new users of the-AHI System were also to be inclvded in this
study.' set \

5

If' any subjects had difficultY in resnonding, they mere
then prodded with questions (see list),. The.tendency for
most was to glve a positilxe or neeativ*short response.

Quest ions Were 'trot read to the.-sPPjects,, but rather:.
were presented in cpnversational form, A minim= of
questions were,as*ed in order to. p' revent Unduly structuring
thejnterView.-t4riVquestiOns were to...suit:the
person, sitUationi. or conversation.\;OccaSionally, questins

..:.

needed to be reworded for a subject's comOrehension,
7--- .. : . -.
All. responses were aCcepte . 'No disapproval was_ shown

on the part'of the interviewer At times'a'subject was
asked, to clarifyhis,resOon'se. Most'subjects seemed at ease
because they were acapaipt'ed with and the
Studies being done relating to AHI ..

a.

Questions that were Used:

'Whet,do you feel-are th,e.good and bad points-of AHI?

Do you i6d the AHI System is efficient fior.you,to work-.
with? .0.

Was the' training time on the System sufficient?

pc2_,X2A_Peel you.ge enough (practice on AHI?

Do you plan to use the AHI System for your wor-k?

Do you .like the Ixeouports?

Do you foresee any problems in using ,the System?

Bair;:. AKW Evaluation
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\What is hard to learn/understand about AHI?

Comment aboui, the reliability of AHI.
Comment about AHI's TNLS manual -

you use thee Send MeSsage?

es Send Message enabile you to communicate
effect k ely?

Do you eveir-:17N.nIC with another user for Communicat/on?.
Do u prefer the Send Message to off-line inter- office

memorandu s? 0

D'o,yo write any letters with the AHI System?
rfoes-th ;Journal System help you -to work more

,efficiently?
For, what type of work do you usre the AHI, System?

What ways?
,

Do-you pre er to do, p9perwork off line? 'Why?

you find sharin,k, -knlother, r,son! s files valuable or

other people' being able, to read your files?

,Do
useful?

Do you like

Do you find file sharing an asset of AHI? re71.

Would you rather use pencil and paper than the AHI
stem ?, Why? Fo.r4what? ,.....

. 1.In yo6,r, opinion what are *rine he best and worse,'
features of the .AHI System in rel ion to its efficiency,

iommands and Vi.ewsystem?

What do you feel are some of. the main problems of the
AHI SYStern?

Under wrist conditions would you be inclined to 'use the
AHI System more?'

Would you use.AHI more often it it were more reliable?
If you had, yolf-d-own terminal wouLd. you. use AHI more

often? Would you want, your Own?

Bair: AKW Evaluation Page 111
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- .

If you had.better command
it More often?

f the System would Qu use

, .

Is the manual/traini g.. soeQific enough?

Do 'ou think the Journal System lacks any necessary
features?

Do you outline more when you use AHI to write a paper?

Does it take you less time, to do your. work when you use
the AHI System for paperwork?

\

Have You had much praatice with AHI?

How often do you use AHI? Regularly?

Are system's commands hard to retain after' a few week's?
Would a eview 'sheet help?

DO.yo0Drefer any other computer System that you
7 u. been exposed to?

Are you familiar with any other subsystems of AHI
besides Send Message and Journal?

120
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Appendix I

TRUCTIONS'FOh THE commumiciviiom TALLY SHEET

at is tallied? The- following interpersonal cont- ications)

are to be tallied:-

1),All telephone calls,
2) All ersona.- (faze-to-face) oral communication (formal -or' in-

formal, except-for exchange of greetings),
3) All:paper matter - letters, memos, requisitions, reports,

priodicals, instructions, etc.; each-batch from one source is
1Considered as one contact regardless of the number'of pages.

4) All communication events (except for meetings,.and interactions
on 'Au') are further Sub-divided into three time classifications:-
less than 3 wins., 31 to 15. mins., and longer than 15 mins. These
time divisions refer A:o the-elap ed period of time spent engaged
in the communication event -4rea ing, writing, speaking,and/or
listening.

5) Formal meetings will be recorded nly by the persOn calling the

41
smeei,ing,and the memo eSed.twcall the meeting can be forwarded

athek than having to reepreeatlh attendee on the tal-ly sheet.
6) c matter Sis diVided into twrfdpategeries. One.concerns..

r that is generally addreseed and does not deMarid the
attention:of any particular x ipient. ,-The other involves:
communizations that are addre ed'Opcially to the recipient
and require his attention.

How is the,tallying done?

1) After you have engaged in a phone call, a face-te=face
Nteraction, or with paper matterirsti record the name
oinahles of bite other parties involve;d on the left-hand
side of the tally sheet. If a -nekton has-already been 0
listed on your-tally-sheet, you need not do so again, ol'o0
inere1y recordthe-second-and third communicatibas opposite

, .

his naMe'in the anpropriate ColuMn.
,2) Please identify the persons unambiguously so that he or shel,

cannot be confuSed with anyone else.
.3) To the right of the person's name pith whom you - communicated,

Search for the? appropriate cblumn according to the mode of
communiZationJanckthe:hlapSed time of the-event,

4) If you initi..lted the communication, Mark an "I" in the
appropriate Column. If yOu receive_d..ot at least-did net
initiate the event, mark an "R",;inthe appropriate dolumn.
Note,- each communicatiOn\event should be recorded with
either an 'I or an R. If in,doubt about who initiated the
communication, use your best,jUdgment, but please record it.

5) If:there are noti enough rows on your tally sheet for a
giVen day, please get another tally sheet from your

Ai representative.
."" ! , .

ABSENCE: If you are absent from your job either because of a
busineets.trip, illneSs, or hdlidays, the fraction of
the day that you are gone (1/4, 1/2,' 3/4, 1) Should'
be recorded at the bottoth.of the tally sheet.

.0 .

Remaining questions should be direCted to the. representative who
.

distributes and collects yourtallY sheets each day, or
to Dr. Conrath or Capt. Bair .who can be reached at ext.3557

$air: AKW Evaluation-
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Abpen4x K

TheJelmits of ExOthment.Cohtrol: Reorganization

The population membership was originally determinedby
the 'organizational structure at that time (over a year ago).
It was not expected that there would be any major changes
other than attrition ana a few transfer's However, this has -

not-06en the.caSe and this apPendix win. deal witivthe
excepti.onal events that occurred.andthe implication's .

Cherpof.

Section IX of the report-deals with .the spell
'..ttention Riven'to the nature of the`pOpulati6n a a whole,
and the comparison of_the control and exi)erimental groups,
A great' deal of care was exercised to insure that
differences. based on organizational strOoture (especially'

, tanager characteri4i,cs), demographic datat-an4.the'kind-Of
/ jobs performed by the respective groups were-nti-,
Significant./. -or if they weriei, that this was clearly ,*

established for the data analysis The checks.thatwere
made, OCI and. the JOb-Task.Typei showed that
the'populatiOn was essentially homogeneous with a feW:
Wceeptio s such as slightly more programming in. the 9ontrol
grouhjo profile. :

However, a reorganizationwas directed by management
ap rOXi ately six Months_acter the introducti6h of the .

stem to the.user group(apOroximately ones month before -the
Posttest was given..) Management was not changed, but a
numb /er\of the subjects at the basic leVel were moved, whi.le

ynew!:_indiadualWwere brought 4n. Fortunately,/bnly.one .

subject in the,user group was moved: Several'individuals
:-were braug t into the user organizational .unit posing a
problem exp rimenta ly: thesesubjeetsr.were.siMply not .

*411Cluded in he cont eC auestionnaire("T") population.
The Subject-who did le ve:Was given the posttest at his new
Location Where h job hadAIbt substantially' changed. (The

.

"a" content -pima. ionnaire was given to all users, however,
including thOse were moved into the user group. This is
not Oonfounling bee us the "Q" was a posttest only.).

Eightxmembers Of he control group were, transferred to'
new loceti s within the. same DiviSion (see the
organizational landscape) and 3 departed entirely. An '

attrition leVel of three'(about 15%) is reasonable with the.
time'lberiod of. severalmonths_and' is less than expectedimmi.
The lbss lessened,the significance of the statistical ."^11

- Bair`: AKW Evaluation..
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t

analysis, narticularly for the ttests; however, the
analysis was still feasible.;

Compensation for-the transferred' subjects offered
little pr'o'blem. It simply involved giving them the posttest -
at their new location. Little chahge was rioted in the
overall jobfsituation. SinCe the change was late. in, the
experimental period, even less brobability of spurious
effect exists for the controlled portion of the stilly. Any
effect would be in attitude' toward the organization, to
whinh the "T" ouestionnaire is not sensitive.

The colmunication tally analysis was not affecied
s

because of the nature of the,instrument, The tally was done
after the reorganizationwitesufficient time for .2

'communication patterns td settle'. There were large number
of different subjects for this analysis than for the "T""
ouestionnaire. Those subjects who used AHIfor.
communicatAon/purhoseS were the aateji-mhile 'the non-user,
portion of the population remained 0 the Immediate
vicinity. Thus, the validity of the comparison bet;(een:the.
syst' users .and!a'like control group in-terms'of.
Co municatiien Patterns was unaffected by the reorganization.
T e ,only.compahisOn affected would,beilkhat between the

htrol groUp in the "T". questiOpnalre_and the,. control 'group
r the. tally method,/ which- 0.s not meaningful because the

rgeoup imemberbhip is substantially disaimiaar. The
cOmpaison.of concern is not affected -- it'involves the
differences in communication patterns between a group using
uhe system anda like unit not using the system.

It 'can be safely concluded that for the purposes of
this study, no significant spurious effect resulted from the
renrganitation.
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